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THIS PRESENT CENTURY

The Secret Economy’s Outlook
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
What I had named “The Secret Economy” has four crucial elements: a.) An urgently needed, revolutionary
re-definition of an implicitly, dynamically orderable
series of universal economic principles of infrastructure; b.) A fresh definition of universal physical spacetime, restating the intention of the Mendeleyev periodic table in terms of a universal system of cosmic
radiation; c.) A new, scientific definition of the noetic
quality of physical-economic function of “basic economic infrastructure” consistent with the enhanced
view of the ontological characteristic of physical
space-time; and d.) A needed redefinition of the term
“economy” by a relevant, universal physical principle, done through a reform which identifies the human
personal identity in terms of the creative potential of
the specifically human mind, rather than as being regarded elementarily by a notion identified in terms of
mere sense-perception.
Now, once each of those four categories had been
considered, the next step would be a series of publications which introduce the reader to what must become
adopted as the underlying principles of a science of
physical economy. What will be presented in this fashion, will represent the needed programmatic political
outcome for rescuing the planet from the present immediate threat of a global “dark age” now descending
rapidly on our planet as a whole.
The result of this series of reports will become, in
effect, a new way of looking at the human species itself,
a new practical way of seeing man’s newly defined,
proper role in the universe, and of defining it in a practical way, the actual, future meaning of human life, as
our species moves outward to include the occupation of
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other parts of our Solar system and into the larger
scope of this galaxy and beyond.
The Friedrich Nietzsche who had not only died a
horrible death, but a disgusting one, had said: “God is
dead!” Nietzscheans today add nothing in this matter
which Aristotle had not said earlier in denying the continued existence of both God’s and human creativity in
the universe. President Barack Obama and his cohorts
are walking in the shadow of not only Paolo Sarpi, but
that of the deceased Nietzsche; the toleration of
Obama’s kind of misleadership is typical of what is
really wrong with the world’s economy, when taken as a
whole, right now.

Introduction
Thus far, the relevant, probably best guess available
to us, on the subject of economy, is that the concept of
“universe” must be considered as if our universe had
been generated by the creative powers which have been
placed at the disposal of mankind. This should be read
as echoed in the context of the past practices of relatively frequent, stellar modes of transoceanic navigation, during some past time such as either the most
recent of the planet’s presently known great ice-ages, or
a still earlier such age. Such findings from known evidence are coherent with what the ancient so-called
“Greek,” Egyptian, and Pythagorean maritime cultures
knew in respect to the subjects of “Sphaerics,” of dynamis, and of the general knowledge of Pythagoreans
such as Archytas. Such, for example, is the knowledge
possessed by Plato, as typified by his celebrated illustration of this point in his Parmenides dialogue.
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The same emphasis bearing on a principle of
universal coherence, is to be recognized within
today’s broader sphere of the broader, modern
European cultures, as expressed by such developments set as the pattern in the modern discoveries launched by such as Filippo Brunelleschi
and Nicholas of Cusa, or by work of such followers of Plato and Cusa as Leonardo da Vinci,
and by the Johannes Kepler who contributed his
uniquely original discovery of a principle of
universal, physical gravitation.
Such is the method which has led to what
my “basement” associates have come to identify as the implications of the modern principled notion of that “cosmic radiation” through
which man’s existence interacts, more and
more knowledgeably, with the cosmic forces of
the universe, not only on a broader galactic
scale, but even beyond.
However, above and beyond all that, it is
our deepened conception of the individual
member of mankind itself which must, already,
now, impel us into a process of a succession of
radical changes in our understanding of the
Creative Commons/Gryffindor
true nature and destiny of our human species
The Pazzi Chapel in Florence, designed by Filippo Brunelleschi (1377and the economy on which it depends, both 1446).
within the universe, and, therefore, ourselves.
For the occasion of this present report, I shall define
Leibniz notion of least action for the case of a science
the most applicable expression of Gottfried Leibniz’s
of physical economy. I employ a notion of physical
notion of what was to be developed further as a Rieman(rather than mathematical) notion of least action, a
nian analysis situs, as I have applied this to define the
notion which is consistent, in its primitive expression,
elementary principles of a science of physical economy,
with the elementary form of the physical principle of
that as a notion in accord with Leibniz’s late 1690s
the catenary function (and, also, Leibniz’s concept of
notion of dynamics, his treatment of the physical prindynamics).
ciple of least action. In the case immediately at hand, I
I cross-reference that to Albert Einstein’s introducdo so from the specific standpoint of that especially reltion of the notion of a finite, but not bounded universe,
evant part of the work of Niels Abel and Lejeune Dirichas Einstein defined this as implicit in Johannes Kepler’s
let which bears on a specifically Riemannian treatment
Harmonies. The case of the elementary form of the catof the topic of analysis situs for this case.
enary is crucial for us as illustrating that conception.
Admittedly, since Leibniz’s original statement on
That is to add the following.
this subject, there have been numerous, chiefly mutuTo illustrate the case, choose two selected, related
ally contradictory usages of the term “analysis situs.”
points in physical-economic space-time, and follow the
Rather than taking the reader of this present report
relevant function expressed by this process, as between
through a swamp of wildly conflicting definitions of
those points as they implicitly bound the efficiently
that term by sundry varieties of specialists, I shall focus
physical relationship among those points (i.e., analysis
on an implied definition which is consistent with the
situs). That is to say, in the relationship among the cointent of Leibniz and with the contributions to Bernhard
hering participants in the apparently finite space of the
Riemann’s principle by such Nineteenth-century figphysical function performed between those points.
ures as Abel and Dirichlet. My chief reference on this
I.e., consider the catenary as defined, as it had been
account, is to the extremely profound relevance of the
defined as a physical principle of Filippo Brunelleschi’s
February 2, 2018
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design of construction of the Florence Cathedral’s
cupola, and also the Pazzi Chapel. Adjust this image for
the effects of a rate of change in the parameters of the
process as a whole. This signifies, of course, that all the
relevant aspects of the process, as defined by the bounds
of this illustration, have a common function, in analysis
situs, which is integral with that indicated effect.

each of these elements would not be suited for being
combined according to a common single principle of
action. Contrary to a modern “Parmenides,” any really
successful modern economy, is one which can be shown
as efficiently expressing a single, subsuming, unifying
principle of such three categories of constituent aspects. Such is the leading implication of Leibniz’s
uniquely original definition of modern dynamics.

I. The Ontological Issue of
Economy

‘The Post-War Schumpeter Syndrome’

Probably, we should consider the first observation
to be proffered for a physical-economic process, by illustrations of the type which combine the apparent elements of what appear to be a collection of the type
which Plato treated in his masterly ridicule of the reductionist Parmenides. The solutions to problems of
such a type, are typical of a process which is to be considered from the top, down, of that array, as being, ontologically, characteristically dynamic in the sense of
Leibniz’s unique creation of any legitimate modern use
of that term. What should be considered as the model
for defining a dynamic process of change in analysis
situs modeling of a typical real (physical) economy, is
one which becomes subject to competent analysis only
when approached from that standpoint in method of
composition.
A suitable classroom illustration of that notion, is
provided by considering the interval during which the
economy of the Massachusetts Bay Colony operated
within the terms of the design of a credit system for the
role of the Pinetree Shilling, rather than as a monetary
system, as that opposition to monetarism was practiced
during a time preceding the British monarchy’s crushing of the colony’s charter.
For example:
The actually relevant components of an economy,1
are comprised of basic economic infrastructure, agriculture, and manufacturing, each and all of which are
properly subsumed by the role of the related, noëtic
functions of both Classical artistic composition and
physical science.
Each of these three primary components, in turn,
would be described foolishly, if considered by some
modern “Parmenides,” instead of the standpoint of
some virtual modern “Plato.” Treated separately thus,
1. E.g., without gambling permitted.
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For example: consider the physical fact, that from
the date of President Franklin Roosevelt’s death, the
U.S. economy has never achieved a truly functional net
physical-economic growth, per capita and per square
kilometer, to the present day. Consider the way in which
Joseph Schumpeter’s frankly Nietzschean notion of
“creative destruction” was employed under President
Harry Truman to shrink what had become the employed
productive capacity of what had been the war-time
physical economy of the U.S.A. This was done under
the Truman regime’s capitulation to an anti-Franklin
Roosevelt promotion of a post-war restoration of British and related imperialisms. The result of that Truman
policy, was the draining of what should have become
the productive potential of the post-war world, as this
was effected through Churchill’s drawing Truman into
what became Bertrand Russell’s 1946 doctrine of the
“preventive nuclear war” Russell proposed to be
launched against the Soviet Union, a war which Russell
intended should establish a system of world government like that intended by the British empire today.
As the Nietzschean doctrine of Schumpeter forerunner Werner Sombart emphasized, prolonged, wasting
war, is the principal link of Schumpeter to Nietzsche on
this account.
The pattern of continuing, post-“World War II” destruction in world economy, has largely depended upon
both the so-called “Cold War” launched under Winston
Churchill’s “Iron Curtain” slogan, and the protracted
warfare characteristic of the entire period since. Thus,
the post-1945 result of burdening the economy with
useless forms of long wars, and related effects of organized activities, non-activities, and expenditures, has
been fostered by aid of such insane economic doctrines
as that of Schumpeter’s notion of “creative destruction”
and its like. The “bail out” of Wall Street types of hyperinflationary violations of a “Glass-Steagall” principle,
has been merely typical of such public, and sometimes
also pubic insanity.
EIR February 2, 2018

The ‘Gale’ of Creative Destruction

Friedrich Nietzsche
(1844-1900), the
conceptual father of
“creative destruction.”

Werner Sombart
(1863-1941) coined the
term that Schumpeter
later adopted.

Joseph Schumpeter
(1883-1950), author of
The Process of Creative
Destruction, 1942.

clinically “classical case” in the
application of Schumpeter’s cultish doctrine.
As in all extended periods of
genuine crisis, as in the recurring,
1963-1975 span, from the wave of
assassination attempts against
France’s President Charles de
Gaulle, and the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy, until
the close of the official U.S. warfare in Indo-China. Include the
case of the assassination of Britain’s Dr. David Kelly, as part of
clearing away opposition to Prime
Minister Tony Blair’s fraudulent
pretext for launching the vastly ruinous effects on the U.S.A. of a
prolonged long, wasting war in
Southwest Asia’s Iraq.
In real history, it is never events
which direct the course of history,
but, rather, the implicitly inhering
intent of those policies which generate and shape great events.

The Science of Society

There is a definable function,
consistent with Leibniz’s original
World Economic Forum/swiss-image.ch/E.T. Studhalter
Lord Harold Wilson’s destruction of
notion of dynamics, which steers a
Larry Summers, currently the top economic the already shaky British economy,
advisor to President Obama, wrote in the
positive outcome for a wide asas prime minister (1974-76), is a
early 2000s that “the economy of the future classic case of the application of
sortment of necessary expendiis likely to be ‘Schumpeterian.’ ”
Schumpeter’s doctrine.
tures on various expressions of
public administration, basic ecoJoseph Schumpeter described his Nietzschean notion of “creative destruction”
nomic infrastructure, manufacturthusly: “The opening up of new markets and the organizational development from
the craft shop and factory to such concerns as US Steel illustrate the process of
ing, and agriculture, this on the
industrial mutation that incessantly revolutionizes the economic structure from
condition that an increasingly capwithin, incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating a new one. . . . [The
ital-intensive emphasis on sciprocess] must be seen in its role in the perennial gale of creative destruction. . . .”
ence-driven, and Classical-artdriven progress is operating. The
function which “recognizes” such
The case of British Prime Minister Harold Wilson,
an arrangement efficiently, is an expression of a Rieis among the notable instances of the British policies of
mannian, anti-positivist practice of analysis situs, as
“creative destruction.” Wilson launched his campaign
Leibniz defined the only competent attributions of such
to this effect under the opportunities afforded by the
terms as analysis situs and dynamics.
1963 assassination of U.S. President John F. Kennedy,
As Leibniz and Jean Bernouilli had already shown,
for the launching of the ruinous, 1964-1975 U.S. war in
during their close collaboration, in their defining a
Indo-China. Wilson’s leading role in the “creative denotion of a universal least action as a principle of physstruction” of the already shaky British economy, is a
ical economy, the principle, that the catenary as such is
Creative Commons/Allan Warren
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merely an elementary form of expression for a higher
order of a function of physical least action. Nonetheless, that view of the principle of the catenary as a pedagogical device, also remains the germ of the pedagogy
needed for guiding students and others toward the more
advanced outgrowths of that notion, Leibniz’s original
notion of a literally dynamic principle of least action, in
the sense of the ancient Classical notion of dynamis, or
Leibniz’s introduction of the physical conception
known as dynamics.
It is not conceivable on the basis of any relevant evidence of which I have been informed, that the underlying principles of the actually principled form of relevant, ancient scientific method, could have been
discovered, except through the development of a functional concept of astronomy derived from no less than
many centuries of the practice of stellar methods of
trans-oceanic navigation by continuously functioning
maritime cultures of the type which coincide with prolonged “ice age” intervals. What is called “The Great
Platonic Cycle” which Bal Gangadhar Tilak attributed,
in his Orion, to a central-Asian (pre-Sanskrit) Vedic
language-culture living in Central Asia more than 6,000
years ago. That cycle is the briefest (about 25,000 years)
of the three principal cycles of a long-ranging, compound Solar cycle. It is otherwise known as the Platonic
cycle, as attributed knowledge of Plato during his own
lifetime.
It is also the case, that competent discussion of the
catenary and its seminal implications, remains an indispensable phase of introduction of the students to the
more correct, more advanced conceptions of the required elementary principles of practice of physical
economy.
This coheres with the notions of the Egypt and related sources of the science of Sphaerics associated
with such as the Pythagoreans, and thus with the great
Archytas and his associate Plato.
See that aspect of a science of physical economy in
the following way.

How an Economy Works

The practice of a typical economy experiences the
historical simultaneity of two opposing social tendencies. On the one hand, relatively more successful nations and their economies tend to consume those relatively richest assets which ensure the currently highest
relative rate of gain of physical productivity per capita
and per square kilometer, this in the specific case in
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which a successful economy produces increases in the
rate of productivity, per capita and per square kilometer, that to what should be the intended effect of a net
physical gain for that society, per capita and per square
kilometer.
Those net gains, if they do occur in fact, incur two
principal incremental costs of an upward net movement. The first of these costs, is a factor of depletion
customarily inhering in the earlier stage of the system;
the second factor of cost, is the increased expenditure of
per capita consumption which must be recognized as
the price of an increase in a needed margin of gain in
absolute rates of productivity per capita and per square
kilometer. The margin of net gain, if it occurs, is in
excess of such nominal increases in elements of costs, a
development which is generated as a net benefit of antientropic gains in human productivity.2
The most typical factor of improvement of productivity, both per capita and per square kilometer of territory, is an increase of what has been, for relatively successful branches of expressed cultures, a usually
science-driven, relative gain in specific energy-fluxdensity, which that part of mankind (i.e., society) employs as the basis for the practice of its technology.
There are two exemplary, principal sources of progress to be considered. One is typified by mankind’s dependency upon the essential, natural benefits of the increased role of “carbon,” as through the principled form
of action by chlorophyll (and also the replacement of
the role of the magnesium ion in chlorophyll by an alternative such as copper) in transforming relative deserts (or oceans) as into such benefits as blooming forests. The other is typified by human creative ingenuity.
The net increase of the combined effect, as when man
intervenes to promote the growth of the role of carbon,
chlorophyll, and human will and the like, is potentially
greater than gains in any, by each of these which might
be considered as acting independently of the others of
kindred types.3
The latter cases, including that of chlorophyll, are
typifications of the anti-entropic role which is charac2. The relevant, modern, contrary view of economy, such as the British
system the British followers of Paolo Sarpi dictated to Karl Marx at the
British Museum, denies the existence of any knowable physical principle in economy, other than the infantile, statistical, post hoc, ergo propter hoc doctrine of such as Adam Smith and Jeremy Bentham’s imperialist school.
3. Calcium, iron, and copper, typify roles kindred to that indicated here
for chlorophyll.
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The use of solar
panels on a large
scale is morally
and otherwise
insane; instead,
use the combined
tools of
chlorophyll and
improved
irrigation
potential for
desert areas! Left:
a solar array in
Waldpolenz,
Germany; right:
irrigation of
lettuce near
Phoenix, Ariz.

teristic of living processes, as this is expressed by the
process of evolutionary emergence of higher forms of
animal life. The creative powers uniquely specific to
mankind among all living species presently known in
the universe, are uniquely willful; that is the distinction
between the expressions of anti-entropic principles of
development by willful act of human creativity, and the
qualitatively lower quality of anti-entropy which is not
only specific to all other forms of life, but which is also
expressed as typical among non-living qualities of processes in a more general way.4
This separation among the characteristics specific
4. For example, it is through the action of relevant living processes, that
V.I. Vernadsky’s Biosphere provides a crucial part of what society is
enabled to harvest as what present habits identify as “ores.”
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to, respectively, non-living, living,
and human phase-spaces within the
universe, is of a form which defines
these spaces as functionally interactive. Not only are such living and
non-living chemistries interactive,
but as the development of the science
of physical chemistry has demonstrated, increasingly, since the work
of such as Pasteur and Mendeleyev,
the interaction among the respective
phase-spaces is often positive, even
indispensable.
In the practice of economy, mankind discovers and frequently employs the powers of anti-entropy asJUWI Group
sociated with both living and
non-living processes, and uses
those discoveries in a more or less
willful way, as in an historically
very large part of the gains which
man’s will promotes as an essential part of the net productive
gains in human net productivity.
Therefore, we should rightly
regard the use of solar panels on a
large scale as morally and otherwise insane, when the combined
tools of chlorophyll and improved
irrigation potential should be
used, instead. Irrigate the relatively desert regions, for the proUSDA/Tim McCabe
motion of the development of
local environments for the use of chlorophyll in cooling
overheated climates, to transform hot desert areas into a
cooled green, and also provide the infrastructural basis
for the maintenance and increase of human productivity in general.

II. History as Scientific Method
Within the concluding section of an earlier publication The Secret Economy,5 I presented what had been
a little known, but actual relationship between consciousness as merely an expression of sense-percep5. “What Your Accountant Never Understood: The Secret Economy,”
EIR, May 28, 2010.
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tion, and a higher order of consciousness, one which
has been, usually, rarely formed in the individual human
mind up to the present day, but which remains, nonetheless, as the essential basis for fostering of actually willful creativity within, or among human individuals.
My aim here, on that account, is to promote an increase in the awareness of, and power to employ that
higher order of creative powers of the human mind, so
to reverse what, in fact, has been the declining degree of
relevant attention to such matters over the course of the
post-World War II period of the steep decline in the
knowledge of what had been Classical culture. Now,
here, I aim to bring into being that higher standpoint of
human consciousness which had been, chiefly, lost
during what is now approaching the magnitude of four
recent generations of trans-Atlantic society, in particular.
In this way, what I emphasize here, is a power of the
human mind which we may tend to view as, heretofore,
usually limited to the persons of the greatest scientists
and poets, and that, chiefly, during what had been those
relatively exceptional past times and cultures known
from relatively most fortunate times and places of history past.
It is convenient, in the process of discussing this
aspect of science for its bearing on matters of physical
science of economy, that we should employ the notion
of a qualitative distinction between, first, the functions
of the “brain,” and, second, the relatively higher, Leibnizian dynamic, functions of what can be fairly identified as “the human mind” —or, in other words, the
human soul.6
Although the awareness of the full implications of
that categorical distinction, is rare among recent generations, up to the present day, the shadowy effects of a
merely “pre-conscious” expression of the functions of
“mind,” are to be located in the observable form of expressions of occasional surges of potential creativity,
expressed as “a flash of insightfulness” among members of populations in which the habit of practice of
progress is encouraged.
The quality of an emotion of “love,” expressed as
humanism, as by the Apostle Paul in his I Corinthians
13, rather than sexual passion, reflects that quality of
6. The relevance of this use of the term “soul” will be made clearer in
the course of the unfolding of the content of this chapter. There are no
errant liberties which have been taken in stating the matter in these
terms.
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“pre-consciousness” which lies within the same ontological domain as those human impulses specific to
love of mankind. This distinction excludes both the
love of a thing, and the attributable aspect of “thingness” to a person or persons. As this point shall become
clearer as we proceed here, it is a matter of the immortal
relationship of one mind-as-such to another mind-assuch, not to a mere object of sense-perception.
The distinction toward which I have just pointed
here, will be made clearer, in the course of this present
chapter, once we have come to share my view of the
higher meaning of the notion of “mind.”
I have thought it necessary to pose the question in
this form now, in order that I might better convey the
crucial emotional distinction between the experience
of sense-perception and the actually human, higher category of experience associated with the proper notion
of mind.
In The Secret Economy, I had emphasized the
aspect of falseness in all blindly literal readings of
sense-perception as such. There was nothing fanciful in
my making that distinction; it is the conception which
underlies the discovery of the essential principle of
competent modern science, as in Nicholas of Cusa’s De
Docta Ignorantia, and by such among Cusa’s successors as Leonardo da Vinci, Johannes Kepler, Gottfried
Leibniz, the polymath Abraham Kästner, and Bernhard
Riemann’s seminal, 1854 habilitation dissertation. It
was also the quality often expressed by Albert Einstein,
as in the instance of Einstein’s unique insight into the
principle of Johannes Kepler’s uniquely original discovery of the universal principle of gravitation.
That much said on this just stated area of investigation, I now focus, as I had done in my The Secret Economy, on that crucial feature of Kepler’s discovery of
gravitation to which Einstein referred in his own, crucial commentary on Kepler’s discovery.
In The Secret Economy, my argument on this specific subject of the human mind, had proceeded along
the following lines.
What are customarily denoted as the different qualities among sense-perceptions, each fail the believer,
that in each instance taken by itself.
The case of Helen Keller illustrates the nature of the
issue posed. It is in the mind, that mankind may find efficient means of access to conceptualization of the real
universe which we inhabit; but, it is not bounded within
those functions of perception traced merely to the
brain’s relationship to mere sense-perceptions. The
EIR February 2, 2018

principal discoveries of a great follower of Cardinal
Nicholas of Cusa, Johannes Kepler, are of crucial importance for our reference to that subject here.
The deficiency of sense-perception as such, is typified by the modern, Liberal followers of Paolo Sarpi,
such as that follower of the Liberal school, Pierre-Simon Laplace. Laplace, with the folly of his Liberal’s
reductionist view of the Solar system, was never able to
comprehend Kepler’s uniquely original discovery of
the knowable physical principle of universal gravitation. Nor, in fact, did any of the Liberal school desire to
actually make that re-discovery, even when all the conclusive evidence has been available to them in detail
from Kepler’s published work.
Thus, the only true and original form of discovery of
the actual principle of gravitation, has been that of
Kepler, as in the detailed account of that discovery
given by his Harmonies.7 Albert Einstein’s appreciation of Kepler’s unique achievement is crucial for insight into the subject-matter which we take up in this
present chapter of my report.
Ask yourself: why would a professedly leading astronomer, Laplace, who had sufficient relevant work of
Kepler available to him, fail to present a competent account of the function of universal gravitation? The
formal explanation of Laplace’s folly, is elementary: he
never considered that crucial proof of Kepler’s discovery, which is to be found in Kepler’s published statements on that matter. I bring it up here because Laplace’s folly goes so clearly to the root of the kinds of
fraud introduced against not only Leibniz and Kepler,
but many relevant others, as by the Eighteenth-century
and early Nineteenth-century followers of Rene Descartes, Leonhard Euler, Pierre-Simon Laplace, Augustin Cauchy, et al.
Why did Laplace disgrace himself in this manner?
Essentially, his error then was echoed by what Britain’s
7. The attribution of a discovery of gravitation to Isaac Newton, was
always a hoax, and was known to be such among competent British scientists during Newton’s lifetime, through evidence which notorious dilettantes of British court-circles put aside at that time. By the early decades of Nineteenth Century, each and every claim to a discovery of a
principle by Newton had been fully discredited, yet, throughout the entirety of the Nineteenth Century, and, largely, up to the present day, the
silly Newton of the myth created by Abbé Antonio S. Conti, persists as
a kind of heathen religious devotion, on some issues, such as the subject
of gravitation, among even some otherwise accomplished, but fearful
scientists. Among the latter, the sheer fraud of the followers of Bertrand
Russell and the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis of
Russell’s Cambridge circles, is the worst case.
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J.C. Maxwell said later, when asked why he never
seemed to know any of the crucial actual discoveries on
which the work of such essential predecessors as Gauss,
Weber, and Riemann had been based. Maxwell did
reply in an as if implicit defense of Laplace later: We
(British Liberals) never considered any scientific work
but [that which agreed with] our own.8
That kind of behavior should not surprise anyone
familiar with relevant matters of science. The same
fraudulent treatment of subject-matters of physical
principle, is all too typical of that virtual Babylonian
priesthood constituted from among the “peer review”
agencies largely relied upon, still today, for such purposes as controlling education in schools and universities today. I have repeatedly experienced the opinion of
those prominent professors of physical science, from
both sides of the Atlantic, who simply deny crucial and
conclusive matters of scientific evidence, with the same
kind of fraud so frankly admitted by Maxwell.9
Here, once I have said that much about Maxwell and
his like, the remaining particular significance of Laplace’s willful hoax itself, is that anyone who accepts
that particular hoax, is rendered a case of self-inflicted
lack of capacity for understanding the higher faculties
of the human mind.
So, it is essential to emphasize, that Kepler’s discovery of the principle of gravitation, is based on a crucial-experimental demonstration of the contradictory
evidence supplied by the role of the sense of vision per
se, and the contrary implications of harmonics.
Once we have comprehended that much, we should
find ourselves led from the particular subject of the
principle of gravitation, very quickly, to the broader
notion of principle-in-general, which I am presenting in
this chapter.
Ask oneself: Is it not the case, from “walking
through” the fact of Kepler’s actually original discovery of the universal principle of gravitation, that the
entire range of mankind’s natural and synthetic forms
of sense-perceptual experience, could no longer be regarded as a source of scientific, or Classical-artistic
“sense-certainty” respecting the principles which
8. Laplace and his accomplice Augustin Cauchy were brought in to replace the Ecole Polytechnique’s Gaspard Monge and Lazare Carnot
through the British controller of occupied France at that time, the Duke
of Wellington.
9. E.g. the frauds against both science and mankind, such as those expressed as promotion of “cap and trade” legislation peddled to dupes
today.
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govern the real universe which we inhabit?
That is not to imply that there is no element of what
we might regard as “reason” in the functions of human
sense-perception. Rather, the exemplary case of Kepler’s uniquely original discovery of the principle of
universal gravitation, demonstrates that, contrary to the
Liberalism of Paolo Sarpi, we must regard sense-perception as such, as Kepler did in discovering the principle of gravity: as presenting us with shadows cast by
reality. Careful use of powers of sense-perception confronts the competent scientific worker with those paradoxes, known as crucial ontological conflicts, the mere
shadows cast by unseen reality, which serve as the clues
of irony which reveal the presence of a likely universal
physical principle, just as Kepler discovered the general principle of Solar gravitation.
Once we have come that far, the next step must be to
conceptualize that which has cast such a shadow.
Thus, for as long as we continue the error of believing that the cast shadows called sense-perception, are
reality as such, we substitute what are merely truly
shadows for that reality which has cast the shadows.
Ask oneself: what, then, is the remedy for this still,
presently, commonplace error in human judgment still
today?
Then, ask: Why, perhaps, did Leipzig’s Abraham
Kästner dedicate his adult life to the cause of Gottfried
Leibniz and Johann Sebastian Bach? Why did the same
Kästner, a leading figure in Eighteenth-century science
at Göttingen in his time, also play a leading personal
role at the center of backing for the American political
cause of Benjamin Franklin, as a backer of his own protégé Gotthold Lessing, and backer of the Lessing-Moses Mendelssohn collaboration against the enemies of
Leibniz’s tradition, and also play a crucial role in rescuing an authentic Shakespeare from the neglected virtual
tomb to be found in an Eighteenth-century, British cultural rubbish-field?
The proper answer to such questions may be summarized as follows.

Me & Percy Bysshe Shelley

My deceased friend and collaborator, one of the last,
relatively few, really professional American historians
remaining from the practice of university faculties in
his time, H. Graham Lowry, Graham, dedicated the last
decades of his life, from about 1983 onward, as he described it to me in making the proposal for the production of his book on the subject of the necessarily exist44
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ing bridge within the 1630-1754 period. He linked the
golden age of Massachusetts’ Seventeenth Century and
its renaissance which emerged during the Eighteenth
Century, to uncovering the bridge which had been the
means of transition toward the victory of the American
Revolution.10
The nature of Graham’s discovery emerged for my
knowledge from the day he and his wife came into my
Leesburg, Virginia office of that time, to report that he
had pin-pointed Gottfried Leibniz’s role inside England
during part of the period of Queen Anne’s reign. Where
had Leibniz nearly succeeded in preventing the degeneration of England under the then scheduled transformation to a British monarchy? What Graham pinpointed was what he described to me as “the missing
link” between the revolutionary achievements in statecraft of the Massachusetts Bay colony under its original
charter, prior to England’s Seventeenth-century crushing of the Massachusetts charter, and the resumption of
that effort by such American patriots as the Benjamin
Franklin who emerged as a leader of the revival of that
cause which came to be associated with the role of leadership provided by Franklin. Graham’s known professional competence as an historian, and hearing his summary of his discovered evidence on that occasion, left
me no doubt of either the merit, or the importance of the
proposed project.
However, there is more to that story. Graham’s project also touched me in what has turned out to be of considerable importance for me personally, as also professionally. That story is highly relevant to my subject in
this present chapter; it runs as follows.
Already, at the time of Graham Lowry’s indicated
visit to my office, I was already significantly aware of a
certain part of the antiquity of my own family’s existence in North America, something which I knew
through my knowledge since childhood, of a wellknown trace which turned up in the published family
record of the Lancaster family inside North America,
that in addition to my acquaintance with grandparents
born during the 1860s, and my knowledge of a family
ancestry in Canada and Scotland from about the time of
my grandparents’ grandparents. The now recent publication of a scholarly study of my family tree under the
direction of relevant British professional historians in
10. H. Graham Lowry, How The Nation Was Won:America’s Untold
Story 1630-1754, (Washington, D.C.: Executive Intelligence Review,
1987).
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such matters, showed the additional fact of an ancestor’s part in
the landing at Plymouth, as part of
those who arrived on the Mayflower.
For me, that history from 1620
through to the present day, is not a
chronicle of events, but is, rather,
history read as reflections of a lawfully continuing process of development over what is presently a
span of history of but one decade
shy of three centuries. It is a process of accumulation of often
seemingly kaleidoscopic changes.
It is an experience which flows as
the continuity of a living process
Creative Commons/German Federal Archive/Bernd Settnik
in its own right, rather than the im- The mass-strike process in Germany (shown here in Berlin, Nov. 4, 1989), led to the
plicitly kinematic series of percus- collapse of the communist state. We live today in similarly tumultuous times, with the
sive actions seen by the unfortu- potential for dramatic change.
nately, credulous (and, usually,
mental life which are associated with ordinary sensealso hysterical) perverts whose litany is, “there are no
certainty.
conspiracies in history.”
It is that same principle of social dynamics which is
The point of emphasizing that matter here, is that
consistent with that of Leibniz, which Rosa Luxemburg
the latter finding of my family’s connection to 1620,
referenced with the phenomenon of “the mass strike,”
pinned down facts of considerable relevance to the subthe same phenomenon which has been increasingly apject of this present report. This bears on a fact which is
parent in the patterns of mass behavior of U.S. citizens
highly relevant to the subject of this report, the subject
since the outbreak of Congressional meetings with conidentified by Percy Bysshe Shelley’s A Defence of
stituents during August 2009. It is also, ominously, the
Poetry. The implications of Shelley’s argument are dysame ominous phenomenon witnessed in the former
namic according to Leibniz’s definition of that term.
(east) German Democratic Republic in the “Wir sind
It is said by experts in that field, that if we tame the
das Volk,” in Leipzig and elsewhere, which led into the
young puppy of a wild dog at an appropriate age, the
collapse of that state.
progeny of that dog as an adult will tend to be civilized
At some times in past history, there are rather sudden
by dog owners’ standards, especially when properly
upsurges of ominous mass phenomena which have
reared as “a family dog.”11 However, what happens
with human beings, rather than other species, is of a
taken root even in experiences from ancient times.
type which Shelley identifies in the concluding paraHere, we touch upon a quality of experience which
graphs of his A Defence of Poetry.
points toward a notion of immortality, a notion sprung
The principle which Shelley’s account references, is
from deep-rooted ideas, ideas which date to even much
a reflection of the conception of dynamics which Gottearlier generations, as if the dead have arisen from their
fried Leibniz had developed during the 1690s. It is that
graves to clamor for justice long denied, even during a
same phenomenon which I have identified, earlier in
lapse of many earlier generations. Such developments
this chapter, as that aspect of the human mind which is
bring on moments during which tyrants must tremble,
associated with an innate, specifically human creativity
and kingdoms may be felled by a lurking, pent-up,
which lies outside the realm of those aspects of human
sudden expression of the popular will.
We live in precisely such ominous times as those,
that
more or less world-wide, now.
11. Admittedly, I must give way to my wife’s competence in such matters; but, the facts I present are true.
So, after the charter of the Massachusetts Bay
February 2, 2018
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colony had been nullified by the British monarchy,
under the successive roles of James II and William of
Orange, there was a moment of ongoing history in
which the intervention of Leibniz, on the ground in
England during that time, planted the seeds which
would soon sprout in sundry locations in North America, preparing the way for an Eighteenth Century
American revolution which would shake the foundations of the world’s civilizations. What had proved to
be, unfortunately, an abortive moment under the reign
of Queen Anne, sparked by Leibniz’s intervention
then, was, as Graham Lowry has shown, to erupt as an
American Revolution which transformed the trans-Atlantic world, and which gave birth to the decisive historic moment of the victorious United States at Yorktown.
Nearly a century after 1776, the specter of the massstrike returned with great force, under the leadership of
President Abraham Lincoln, and would, yet again, with
a comparable effect of renewal under President Franklin Roosevelt. It is now mobilizing in preparation to
strike, again, now.
The present times are more than over-ripe for a similar affirmation of the succession of the Plymouth landing and the Massachusetts Bay colony. Let all tyrants
tremble accordingly. Rosa Luxemburg’s “mass strike”
is afoot in such a manner, now. Leibniz’s “dynamics” is
thus displaying its flourishes, now.
So, when I examine certain manifested states of
mind, especially those reflections which bear on the
principles expressed in the form of a likeness of spirit to
great Classical poetry, or, to genuinely creative discoveries of physical-scientific practice, as in New England
under the Massachusetts Bay charter, I am often able to
recognize the origin of something within myself which
has no other genesis than something echoed from somewhere amid even centuries past of our society’s history.
I can also see a similar experience embodied in others.
In such a fashion, we may partake of that prescience of
immortality within our own conscience, the same prescience which marks the true American historian.
Such are the intimations of immortality expressed
as the ominous closing paragraphs of Shelley’s A Defence of Poetry.
That is a phenomenon akin to the celebrated, and, in
fact, crucial paradox posed by the scientist Louis-Victor de Broglie, as that bears on the work of Max Planck
and Planck’s close intellectual associates earlier. I explain, as follows.
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Substance, or Shadow?

Once we confess the reality of the fact, that what we
may have experienced, at some current times, as if it
were a mere sense-perception, may, actually, also be the
expression of a shadow cast by a more ancient reality,
rather being an event which has now reflected the more
powerful influence of the ominous shadow from the
past.12 In such a case, we are impelled to “look at” the
universe in a qualitatively different way than might the
stubborn adherent of the schools of simply sense-certainty. The paradox posed by Kepler’s uniquely original
discovery of the principle of universal gravitation, is
exemplary.
The first step to be taken, once we have gained that
much of the territory of experience into which we are
entering, is to examine ourselves and our experience,
from the vantage-point of the higher-ranking character
of those changes in expressed historical principle which
lend a new quality of existence to the mere chronicle of
events. Such is the standpoint which one must accept in
viewing the onrush of the general, planet-wide economic-breakdown-crisis currently in progress during
the presently onrushing weeks, toward a most critical
phase, a phase significantly comparable to that of
Weimar Germany during the Summer and early Autumn
of 1923.
Once we accept that quality of evidence, such as
that implicitly comparable to what was presented by the
concluding phases of Johannes Kepler’s successful discovery of the physical principle of gravitation, we must
look at ourselves in a special way.
Do the following.
Imagine yourself as to be viewed in the guise of an
object (e.g., a shadow) of a person occupied with that
his or her experience of mere sense-perceptions as
such. So, when you think that you perceive yourself as
being what is actually such a shadow, such a mere
object of sense-perception, so you are also acting with
the motives you attribute to that mere shadow, at least
to the extent you locate yourself within the same
domain in which your superstitious perceptions argue
12. I must take this moment as the relevant occasion to denounce, as
contemptible practice, the use of stage-costuming of past history in contemporary attire. The abuse of Shakespeare by such anachronism, as by
Orson Welles’ Mercury Theater, is typical of the theater which would
costume the players in a winter scene in the Arctic, as nudists. The mind
of the audience must reckon with the distance of the time and place from
the reality of the time and place to which the mind of the audience is to
be referenced.
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is the actually experienced reality.
Hold that image of your self-deception in view!
Let the real you, the one you can not see directly in
an act of sense-perception as such, now look at your
shadow, which you are now casting. Where, then, do
you find “the real you” who corresponds, thus, to the
real, unseen, ontologically substantial universe, a universe which expresses itself by such means as through
the actual principle of gravitation as projected by
Kepler?
The obvious question posed by that paradox, is
“Can you discover the means by aid of which you might
actually ‘see’ the ‘real you’ in that configuration?” No;
you can not. “Do you know that the unseen ‘real you’
who is ‘seeing’ what is actually only the shadow of you,
actually exists?” Yes, you can know that. “How, then?”
By the method of crucial experiments used for the discovery of universal principles. Look over the shoulder
of Albert Einstein while Einstein is describing the universe which he recognizes, in Kepler’s discovery, as
“finite, but unbounded.” It is the real universe, which
no empiricist, no mere statistician, could ever know.

Art & Science

Compare this with a comparable challenge from the
domain of Classical musical composition. Take, as a
sample, two specially related compositions of W.A.
Mozart: first, his “Ave Verum Corpus,” which was a
relatively very late work in his life-time, a composition
which is to be compared with his important, earlier
song, “Abendempfindung.” The first case, the later
Mozart work, expresses the subject of the incarnation
of Jesus Christ, and the earlier composition expresses a
general principle which he related to the experience of
accepting the reality of the death of his own father. The
intended similarities of the manner in which Mozart
concludes both compositions, is properly—and intentionally—startling. The point to be considered, is the
question of the intent for the existence of both of the
two respective compositions; does the performance of
that composition actually satisfy that intent? Or, is the
performance pretty, but fails to capture the awesomeness of the idea expressed by the kindred intent of both
compositions?
In a comparison of those two compositions, Mozart
himself provides the means, within the design of composition, for the singers’ musical fulfilment of Mozart’s
intent. Will the singers subject themselves to fulfilling
the prescribed mission assigned by the composer, or
February 2, 2018
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will the subject of that intent be confined to the mere
words spoken as if they were a critic’s commentary
supplied as a debatable description of the composition,
rather than the actuality of the passion embodied in the
attempted true performance of the composer’s (e.g.,
Mozart’s) intention?
The Classical song-form expressed in use by great
composers, affords us the most convenient opportunity
for recognizing what the legacy of Johann Sebastian
Bach enables the insightful composer from Bach’s following to do, and, hopefully, the performers, too.
That accomplishment depends upon a dramatic
quality of an implicitly metaphorical principle of Classical irony. If that objective is realized, the musical performance uplifts the performer’s and audience’s experience to that of a domain of substance, rather than the
mere shadows represented by merely ordinary faith in
sense-perception.
“What is Hecuba to him, that he should weep for
her?”
On this same account, I have often stressed the significance of Albert Einstein’s violin bearing on his
powers as a scientific discoverer.
Recently, my associates and I have been privileged
to extend that sort of example, with much assistance
from relevant colleagues, to the case of the family history of Lejeune Dirichlet’s marriage to the granddaughter of Moses Mendelssohn, and, thence, to the heart of
the wealth of ironies represented by the great body of
scientific and musical-artistic genius represented by
this association of the giants of the Nineteenth Century
poetry, drama, music, and science, through to the time
of the close of the lifetime of that century, and of Clara
Schumann and Johannes Brahms, too.13
There is nothing merely coincidental in such an expressed affinity of great science and great Classical art
as those Nineteenth-century circles represent. The creative powers of the scientist are located, essentially,
within the domain of the creative realizations of the
imagination, as in the domain chosen by the Abraham
Kästner who expressed the common modern heritage
of Gottfried Leibniz and Johann Sebastian Bach, that
domain of the Classical artistic imagination in which
crucial scientific discoveries are generated for the en13. David Shavin, “The Musical Soul of Scientific Creativity: Rebecca
Dirichlet’s Development of the Complex Domain,” EIR, June 11, 2010,
and Michelle Rasmussen, “Robert and Clara Schumann, and Their
Teacher, J.S. Bach,” EIR, June 18, 2010.
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richment of a mundane economic existence.
This function of great Classical
musical composition is complemented by that same principle of
irony which is specific to Classical
prosody. Indeed, the best expositions
of physical scientific progress, are
provided by appropriately generous
use of a mode of use of language
which is ordered according to Classical prosody. Lack of such a refined
expression leaves an otherwise competent scientific worker seemingly
tongue-tied in the effort to present
even what had been a competently
crafted act of discovery.
These considerations which I
Creative Commons/Olaf Tausch
have just emphasized, are not merely
art; they represent the ante-room of a The Great Pyramind of Giza, near Cairo. “In the history of ancient Egypt,”
LaRouche writes, “the idea associated with the erection of the Great Pyramid, stands
quality of a science of irony, of true out as a symptom of a cardinal quality of existence in time. . . .”
metaphor, an outlook which is urgently needed for the present challenges of a largely scrambled, present world economy.
anti-British history. The latter contrast is shown most
clearly in the history, since 1763, of the vicinity of the
Method in History
coastal region of New England from Newburyport to
The name of “history,” has two contrasted referBoston. The history of Salem, Massachusetts from the
ences. One is history as expressed in a chronological
late Seventeenth Century, with its notorious “witch
order of events; the other, is expressed as the qualitatrials,” also has a peculiar ring of the coming British
tively superior, internal history of the flow and ebb of
East India Company.
those cardinal ideas which generate those changes in
It is not events which dominate history as a process;
physical states, the results of which are expressed in the
it is the influences of cardinal ideas which shape events.
form of the effective outcome of that which is experiTake the case of the current situation in the U.S.A.
enced as merely enumerable chronological history.
The U.S. Congress of today, especially the Senate, and
For example, in the history of ancient Egypt, the
especially much of its present Democratic majority,
idea associated with the erection of the Great Pyramid,
sometimes seems to be virtually a political rats’ nest of
stands out as a symptom of a cardinal quality of exisnearly treasonous follies. However; the “clean out” of
tence in time, as does, similarly, the impact of the role of
the House of Representatives which is already in progthat intellectual giant of Egyptian science, the Platonic
ress during the present approach to the coming NovemCyrenaican Eratosthenes. Similarly, consider the qualiber election, affects the entirety of the present compositative difference of the Constitution of the United States,
tion of that body, as distinguished from the case for the
and the effects of that aspect of history, from the course
approximately, only one-third of those to be elected for
of ordinary events in current world history otherwise.
the Senate.14 In the meantime, nearly 80% of the eligible U.S. voters, according to a recent poll, showed
So, within the history of the United States, there are
themselves as in support of an immediate restoration of
two opposing cardinal histories, the one being that of
that Glass-Steagall statute which had been installed
the British East India Company’s influence on the
U.S.A., which is the history of a branch of British imperial history, and the related, but opposing history, the
14. In the present circumstances, we may anticipate the likelihood of
the failure of an elected member of the Senate to be seated.
current of our U.S. patriots, which is, essentially, an
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under President Franklin Roosevelt, in 1933, but repealed, in 1999, that under massive pressure exerted in
the form of a brutal swindle carried out under local direction from the British empire’s “Wall Street” and virtually treasonous influences of kindred agents of influence inside the U.S.A. That repeal represents a British
subversive operation deployed, chiefly, from London,
and, also, the heritage of the U.S. branch of the British
East India Company embodied, still today, in those
Wall Street financier interests, whose efforts have been
to make a hapless U.S.A. a virtually captive property of
the British empire.
Or, since we are presently on that particular subject,
consider the notion of an essentially symbolic value of
a currency, or kindred notions of money, as distinct
from the processes which are expressed by the production and consumption of actual wealth.
Now, the formation of a popular “mass strike” formation, whose effect is expressed by that nearly 80% of
the adult population who oppose the Democratic Partyled majority in the U.S. Senate on the Glass-Steagall
issue, typifies the kind of social phenomena-in-process
which expresses the weightier role of the history of
ideas.
Most important, is the distinction between a mere
poll of the opinion of individuals, and the more serious
character of a poll of social formations, formations
which are to be defined in terms of a body of those persons who define themselves by their common, actively
systemic association with categorical ideas. From the
latter vantage-point, it is not the mere relative number
of persons, as individuals, which shapes history, but,
rather, the special quality of relative impact of some,
often exceptionally rare individuals, who typify a body
of persons motivated by the implicitly revolutionary,
virtual social integument of “fighting expressions of
notions of principle,” as contrasted with a collection of
what are merely individual voters otherwise.
This conception, which I have just described, thus
far, if in a preliminary, relatively superficial way, can be
better understood from a more rigorous standpoint, as
follows.

Symbol or Substance?

Consider, in a fresh way, as much as I have written
here thus far. Let us now proceed, as I have indicated
this intention earlier in this present chapter, to go
beyond identifying principles in terms of their describable apparent effects, to consider the matter of considFebruary 2, 2018
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ering those same apparent effects as primarily, seemingly self-subsisting expressions of an unseen, but
practically efficient reality of existence. It is a matter of
locating the actual object which corresponds to the
shadow represented for us, customarily, as a sense perception.
The issue, as I had written at some significant length
during the preceding year, is that of the actual distinction of shadow (sense-perception) from the real substance which exists beyond sense-perception, a substance which mankind may know best in terms of the
experimental proof of existence of those efficient principles which reign in the universe, but are principles
which are not known directly through sense-perception
as such.
This is pretty much the same thing as the distinction
of true universal physical principles, which express directly that which governs our universe, from what are,
in truth, the mere shadows of the domain of simply
local sense-perceptions.
Think! How should we proceed to design a robot
who would simulate some of the general, task-oriented
forms of problem-solving functions performed by
human individuals? Presume that we are successful in
that mission—up to a certain point. That “point” is to be
identified as the critical state of affairs in which the
robot is sending us what is the increasingly desperately
repeated message, one translatable, in principle, as demanding, perhaps desperately: “principle? principle!?
. . .give me the principle which governs this situation!”
That hypothetical (but not really so very hypothetical) case, is the perceived case for an anti-entropic
change from the pre-existing repertoire of the previously known closed set of universal principles expressed in an ever-increasing variety of efforts required
for controlling the continuing, anti-entropic experience
of exploring our universe. Where, then, under those circumstances, is the innermost identity of the scientist
and creative Classical artist, alike, to be located, by us?
I suggest, as a first step, that one take time for a
thoughtful study based on the prompting of the 1947
edition of William Empson’s Seven Types of Ambiguity. Empson may not present the answer to the most
crucial questions which are implicitly posed in any serious effort to apply his inspiring argument as developed,
up to that date, as implicitly stated then and there; but,
as I have insisted, repeatedly, to all who would hear,
that over the course of subsequent decades, since 1947,
if we put the figure of William Empson off our stage for
End of the Coup?
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the moment, to bring on the person
priorist
arguments
of
the
playing the part of the figure of a
Physiocrats, and the crude plagiauseful robot, the latter figure, the
rism of entire chunks of the writrobot, does excellent work in
ings of both Quesnay and Turgot
posing some of the most relevant
by Adam Smith, the viewpoint of
and provocative questions which
all of them was essentially consishe leaves to be answered by qualitent with the principled features of
fied scientists, or a like quality of
the doctrine of the Liberalism of
thinker, still today. Who, then, supPaolo Sarpi.16
Such virtual “universal robots”
plies the answers for questions
as those persons, are clearly not the
posed by the frustrated robot of the
real human beings who make imcase I have now presented?
portant discoveries of physical
The procedure which I propose
principle. Since we know that we
to you now, goes as follows.
have the kind of creative powers of
I have already presented to you,
mind which are capable of generatthe included notion of an image of
ing the discoveries of principle
man or woman as ordinarily rewhich no virtual robot could
garded as being like a robot, or like
Creative Commons/Gnsin
a quality of simulated, human-like We can design robots, like Honda’s ASIMO, supply, we must, like Goethe’s
three kings, as represented by the
form of actual life, in all, but one to perform some humanoid tasks, even
perhaps
some
of
a
problem-solving
nature,
Romantic composer Hugo Wolf,
crucially distinguishing feature.
up to a certain point. But that “point”
That distinguishing feature is ex- comes when the robot desperately demands: toddle on to the next stable, to find
the person who can respond to the
pressed as truly scientific, or kin- “Principle?! Give me the principle which
perplexed robot’s question.
dred creativity, as in Classical art, a governs this situation!”
Therefore, being human by
figure such as that expressed by
nature, rather than robots, we must regard ourselves as
Filippo Brunelleschi’s discovery of the physical prinstanding outside the image of mankind which senseciple of the catenary. The mere existence of such creperception as such supplies. Since we are enabled to
ativity as that, is a feature which is rejected among all
place our real selves outside the mere sensory figure we
followers of the specifically Liberal ideology of Paolo
mistake ourselves to be; we must view the virtual roSarpi and his apostle Galileo. I refer to followers such
bot’s perplexity as being inherent in being a mere object
as René Descartes, such as the authors of the Isaac
(“objectively”) of our proper intention.
Newton hoax, and the social philosophy of François
15
We, the real “we,” who are qualified to embody the
Quesnay, Adam Smith, and Jeremy Bentham.
The view of Paolo Sarpi, Galileo, and their followpower of creativity, are not mere objects, but singulariers such as Descartes, Abbé Antonio S. Conti, John
ties. We are lately convinced that we actually dwell, as
Locke, and Adam Smith, is that they deny the knowable
singularities, in a domain of cosmic radiation which is
existence of any universal principles, substituting a
inhabited by singularities.
crude, statistical form of reading of pragmatism which
What does that mean?
may be recognized as philosophical Liberalism. DeOnce any among us has recognized the nature of
spite the merely secondary differences between the ahuman creativity, as Archytas and his friend Plato did,
or Nicholas of Cusa, or Gottfried Leibniz, or Friedrich
Schiller, or Bernhard Riemann, or any who came to
15. Quesnay’s work was guided, as to principle, by the transmitted influence of the notorious Venetian mountebank Abbé Antonio S. Conti,
who, in concert with his lackey known as Voltaire, launched the antiLeibniz cult of the post-1715, Eighteenth Century. Quesnay’s own
social doctrine was premised, by his own account, on the presumption
that, since peasant serfs were only a form of cattle, that it was the miraculous powers of the title of the ennobled holder of the rural estate,
which were the only source of what should be considered as the lawful
profit of labor by society.
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16. Adam Smith had been adopted, about the time of the 1763 Peace of
Paris, as a spy in the service of Lord Shelburne’s newborn empire of
Shelburne’s British East India Company. Smith’s assignment was to spy
against the designated targets in both the American English colonies and
in France. To this end, Smith insinuated himself into the service of
Turgot, thus gaining access to lift large chunks from Turgot’s manuscript-in-progress to his own 1776 The Wealth of Nations.
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walk the same pathway of human reason, we know
what a human being can, and must become. The fact
that the mere mathematician must regard us as being
“merely human,” does not strip us of any part of those
creative powers which we either can, or could recognize in ourselves. The difference between those who
are consciously creative in the degree I have indicated
here, and the typical reductionist often found among
academic professionals, is that we are prone to think as
did such as Gottfried Leibniz and Riemann typify the
character of the mind of great discoverers such as themselves.
This, now, brings us to the crucial point to be made
in this chapter.

The Secret Self

The immediate outcome of the argument which I
have developed in this chapter thus far, is that the discovery of one’s own true human nature, requires that the
sense of one’s human identity be considered in two aspects. The one aspect is that of the experiencing of
sense-perception. The other is the view of the experiencing of sense-perception as merely a shadow of reality.
This correction is shown most simply and efficiently
by aid of reflections on Johannes Kepler’s uniquely
original discovery of a universal principle of gravitation as experienced for the case of no less than three or
more planetary orbits of our Solar system. This was the
discovery which required consideration of the ironical
juxtaposition of the faculties of vision and hearing, the
one as now associated with the uses of the telescope,
the other with the principle of musical harmonics. No
single sense could determine the truth; only a juxtaposition of crucially contrasted modes of sense-perception,
could lead us to the demonstration of the relativity of
the existence of a unique juncture of the mental reading
of two contradictory senses, a conjuncture whose
uniqueness disclosed the existence of the relevant universal principle.
That case points to a more general consideration.
The human mind does not reside within the mere faculty of the human sense-perceptual apparatus. Our
senses enjoy the status of being “merely” essential instrumentation required to facilitate the actual powers of
the human mind, as distinguished from the sensory
function itself.
It should be pointed out, that the distinction of the
human being from the animal species, does not rest on
that bare fact alone. There is only one distinction of the
February 2, 2018
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human mind which defines the uniqueness of the human
mind among all other known living species: the manifest power of the principle located, uniquely, in the
human creative imagination.
According to the dogma of Sarpian Liberalism, as
typified by British Liberalism, this power does not exist
in the universe of man’s power of knowledgeable experience.
Nonetheless, insofar as human existence depends
upon the discovery and employment of universal physical principles which are generated into a form of existence by the creative powers specific to the typical
human mind, the transmission of the experience of a
true discovery of principle, from a person who had
lived, to a person who relives that change in perceived
reality which is experienced, is the most conspicuous
among the factors which distinguish the human species
from all known others. Such, and significantly comparable actions are the distinction of the human mind, and
of humanity.
The crucial point to be emphasized in that connection, is that the discovery of physical principle, for example, is a physically efficient transmission of power
from one generation toward a next. This is typified by the
increase of power, per capita, and per square kilometer,
of any discovery of universal physical principle. This is
the key to defining the principle of personal immortality
inherent in the notion of individual human creativity.
The potential for such action, by the human individual, is
the crucial distinction of man from bestiality.
The practical implication of what is presented in this
present chapter, up to this point, is that we must not
permit the human individual to be denied access to
knowledge of the type which I have outlined in this
chapter. For, the fact of the matter is, that the human
identity resides not in the fact of sense-perception as
such, but in the immortal quality of action expressed by
the discovery and transmission of true principles which
are relevant to the persistence and progress of the quality and power of the human species and its work.
The import to be emphasized here, is that we must
effect the awareness, by the conscious individual, of the
distinction of the quality of the nature and relative
power of creative ideas, from the products of what is
merely the experience of sense-perceptions as such.
Thus, we must distance the notion of a true self from
those mechanisms which are merely the instruments of
coordination of the relevant action of the human individual, as a sovereign, to what lies “outside” the domain
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of sense-perception as such.
In other words, the typical defect of the individual in
society, generally, today, is that the quality of the notion
of “I” must be limited to this side of sense-perception,
that which stands in opposition to, “outside” of the processes of sense-perception as such. It is within those
bounds that the creative faculty is located. Accordingly,
the typical intellectual failure in society presently, is the
errant attempt to adduce the creative process from the
effects of the sense-perceptual process as such. To
avoid such blunders responsible for such effects, it is
essential to locate the notion of creativity as the power
of a notion of mind (“I”) which is apart from, but in
control of the processes of sense-perception, and the
notion of “me.”
See one’s sensory self as in a mirror, as in the predicament of the Apostle Paul’s “glass darkly.” The
power of creativity is thus assigned to that function of
the “soul” and its peculiar conceptions, which is the location of those implicitly immortal, creative powers
specific to mankind, rather than the bestiality of the
mere senses.

III. T
 he Economy of the
Human Mind
As I have emphasized in several pieces published
earlier, it is necessary that we approach the tasks of an
urgently needed recovery of the U.S.A.’s and other
economies, by superseding a commonplace, but shallow-minded use of the term “infrastructure,” through
imposing the actually relevant terms borrowed from a
science of those noëtic principles of the human mind
which underlie a science of physical economy, rather
than continuing the commonplace, but systemically
flawed notion of a merely monetarist economy.
I have illustrated my argument to that effect by the
following listing of general stages of civilized European
economic development: 1.) maritime economy; next, 2.)
inland waterways; next, 3.) transcontinental railway
systems; and, next, 4.) “maglev” systems. A relevant
kind of alternate ordering, is the distinction of qualities
of infrastructure applied to the succession of steps of
progress: 1.) wood and charcoal burning, 2.) coal and
coke, 3.) petroleum, 4.) natural gas and comparable
fuels, 5.) nuclear fission, 6.) thermonuclear fusion, and,
7.) beyond that, such as “matter/anti-matter” power.
Then, suddenly, next, we have, 8.) the perspective
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of the Moon-Mars development-mission turns up, together with needed development of technologies for
human travel in nearby Solar space. Next, 9.) the technologies on which development of habitable stations in
relatively near-by Solar space depends.
While such successions in the development of systems of infrastructure continue to be underway, the
practice of industry and agriculture may undergo slower
rates of qualitative advances in categories of technology than that occurring among the series of developments in infrastructure which I have suggested immediately above. In large part, this difference reflects the
fact, that advances in quality, and relative intensity of
energy-flux density, are actually the drivers of the environment for agriculture, industry, and modes of family,
neighborhood life, and urban qualities of organization
of community life.
In reviewing the span of the considerations I have
just outlined in the opening of this chapter, some points
should be listed under the heading of “what should be
obvious”:
We approach the not-so-distant state of affairs with
the warning that in preparing for persons departing
Earth for other places in the Solar System, we must recognize the urgency of either systems of artificial gravity, or the functional equivalent, as an essential prerequisite. Later, somewhere down the line, comes the
notion of artificial “planets.” With all of this in the
sweep of things just suggested thus far, we should introduce the functional conception of distant creation of
“artificial planets” as a convenient choice of goal used
to convey a sense of the process of development. This is
a choice which should be adopted to define the proper
choice of scientific meaning for certain future goals.
These are included goals which define the proper intention of what we might assign as the meaning of what
should be called “the economic function of infrastructure” during present times.
Review the set of cases just presented in a slightly
different set of terms of reference.
The first major advance beyond the scope of maritime forms of physical-economic systems within European colonization, was indicated by the primarily military function of Roman roads and aqueducts. However,
the development of European inland waterways, systems of rivers, and canals, under Charlemagne, was crucial economically. Later, as I have emphasized in other
locations, the development of transcontinental railway
systems in the U.S.A. was the great advance which, by
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being spread in post-1875 Germany and Russia, constituted a fundamental threat to the maritime supremacy of
the British Empire, such that, from the time of the British empire’s accomplishing the ouster of Germany’s
Chancellor Bismarck in 1890, onward, the British
empire launched a cumulative use of international wars,
following the Anglo-Japan alliance against China,
Korea, and Russia, of the 1895-1941 period, and Japan’s
1940-1945 break with Britain itself.
In the beginning of the 1920s, Britain and Japan had
led in a plot to develop Japan’s navy for that intended
attack on Pearl Harbor which Japan actually launched
in December 1941, an attack since officially dated by
the U.S.A. to December 7, 1941. The Churchill launching of what was to become dated as the 1946-1989 socalled “Cold War” against Russia, was an expression of
the continued British imperialist policy of the 18901989 interval. Similarly, the November 22, 1963 assassination of President John F. Kennedy, would soon end
U.S. refusal to be drawn into that prolonged U.S. war in
Indo-China which, chiefly, was intended, successfully,
to ruin the economy of the U.S.A.
As I have emphasized in earlier publications, the
function of war in European history since the Peloponnesian War, has been, often, as since Britain’s orchestration of the 1756-1763 so-called “Seven Years War”
in Europe, and like the similar British intention behind
the Napoleonic wars within continental Europe, to
prompt Britain’s rivals to destroy themselves for the
sake of the greater glory of Britain’s empire. Similarly,
the cutting back of the U.S. transcontinental railway
system, for the sake of the automobile traffic, since the
close of World War II, has been a systemic weakening
of the net productivity of the U.S. economy, both by
direct means, and also by changes in the organization of
urban society within U.S. territory. The same thing was
among the measures used by the British empire in the
closing weeks of 1989, to launch the destruction of the
national economy of a reunited Germany.17
17. As, that empire has been expressed by the post-February 1968 completion of Prime Minister Harold Wilson’s launching of the Autumn
1967 revaluation of the British pound, the consequent February 1968
revaluation of the U.S. dollar, and subsequently overlapping 1971
events of the shutting down of the U.S.-launched fixed-exchange-rate
system, and the related fact of Lord Jacob Rothschild’s launching of the
British empire’s Inter-Alpha Group. Also, the wrecking of the U.S.
economy by David Rockefeller’s Trilateral Commission under the U.S.
government of President Jimmy Carter and the new J.P. Morgan operations openly launched during the period of the first Reagan Administration, including the keystone wrecking roles against the U.S. dollar
played by Alan Greenspan during, and since the decade of the 1980s.
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Accordingly, we must think of basic economic infrastructure in terms of the concept of a direction of
change under conditions of evolving national economic
systems of organized, comprehensive development of
national and international territory, that done to such
effect that such infrastructural development defines the
principal parameter of national economic growth and
productivity. It will be much later in the “space age,”
that needed policy will ultimately reach speculation on
man’s use of “artificial planets.”
Consider this view of the economy of infrastructure
from the standpoint of the fact that we had already, implicitly, entered the age of human interplanetary exploration during the 1950s. The 1920s through 1940s development of rocket systems, had been begun with the
intention of man’s landing on the Moon. Even the development of military rocket-systems based on the
German pioneering with this technology during the
period of the Hitler regime, was, in fact, a side-trip relative to what had been initially intended to be merely a
by-product of the manned Moon-Landing perspective
of the pre-Hitler-regime period.
It is not necessary, nor desirable, to burden this present report, with anything more respecting space travel
than essential features of the subject assigned to this
present chapter’s contributions to the subject of the
needed economic development of humanity’s entry
into control over nearby space. It is sufficient to focus
on the space-mission as viewed by the late Krafft Ehricke’s notions of industrialization of the Moon as preparation for the Mars mission. It were sufficient to say,
that the very continued existence of mankind needs options for the contingency of threats to life on Earth
which may be matters of reasonable concern several
generations down the way. Making it to Mars would be
the token success which strongly suggests that mankind
can succeed in much more awesome choices of goals.
However, we must qualify our thinking about such
matters, by noting that we must eventually come around
to focus on some actually galactic goals; we must be
prompted to believe that we will almost certainly require a period of some few centuries, or more, to reach
some actually galactic goals. Hence, we do not have an
indefinite amount of time to waste on catering to U.S.
President Barack Obama’s Nero-like foolishness.
Among what is already clear for a time several generations just ahead, is that a journey to Mars which
would require several, or more hundred days journey, is
not an acceptable prospect for human travelers. Instruments, including robots, are already standard types of
End of the Coup?
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Krafft Ehricke’s Vision
The late Krafft Ehricke (1917-84), space scientist
and passionate advocate for space exploration, summarized his philosophy of astronautics in three laws
(1957):
First Law. Nobody and nothing under the natural
laws of this universe impose any limitations on man
except man himself. Second Law. Not only the Earth,
but the entire Solar System, and as much of the universe as he can reach under the laws of nature, are
man’s rightful field of activity. Third Law. By expand-

Krafft Ehricke with a model of an
orbital hospital.

NASA
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Krafft Ehricke

Painting of a nuclear freighter for industrialization of the Moon, by Krafft
Ehricke.

technologies, but the safe transport of human life can
not be compared with hauling freight, and until we can
bring relevant humans to the surface of Mars through
the advantages of accelerated/decelerated trajectories,
there are sundry monstrous impediments to certain
kinds of scientific progress needed for coming to understand that planet to the degree needed for defining and
realizing what must become our medium to long range
intentions for the extra-terrestrial destiny of mankind
within nearby Solar space.
So, accelerated transport of human crew and passengers to Mars orbit, soon becomes a cardinal feature
of mankind’s dealing with the perils and opportunities
for those accomplishments in nearby space which will
become essential for those of us staying behind for our
54

ing through the universe, man fulfills his destiny as an
element of life, endowed with the power of reason and
the wisdom of the moral law within himself.
The first law is astronautics’ challenge to man to
write his declaration of independence from a priori
thinking, from uncritically accepted conditions, in
other words, from a past and principally different
pre-technological world clinging to him. This can be
done. The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of this country prove it.
—Cited in Marsha Freeman, How We Got to the
Moon: The Story of the German Space Pioneers
(Washington, D.C., 21st Century Science Associates, 1993), p. 297.

related duties here. Accelerated/decelerated trajectories
are essential.

Cosmic Radiation

Even before a likely manned landing on Mars, which
may require preparations during several generations to
come,18 we must come to grips with the reality, that there
is “no empty space” out there. Contrary to what might
18. As a result of the destruction and the retrogression of the economies
and cultures of the trans-Atlantic regions since 1968, the ability to fulfill
manned missions within nearby space has been set back by several generations since the catastrophic degree of cultural setbacks since the
early 1980s. Two generations will be needed to bring the trans-Atlantic
economies, and potential labor-forces back to the quality of competence
which was still recoverable during the early part of the 1980s.
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be wrongly considered to be some “empty space” between the orbits of Earth and Mars, the illusion of the
existence of “empty space,” is to be recognized as what
might be considered as the result of a “planning failure”
in the design of humanity’s sense-organs.
What is called “space” is jammed-full of a mass of
varieties of cosmic radiation. Thus, one of the tasks to
be tackled beginning the very near future, is a certain
degree of reorganization of the so-called “periodic
table” of physical chemistry, to reflect the implications
of a space jammed full of cosmic radiation assorted into
sundry sorts of variously “hard” and “soft” radiation
flowing from and to assorted potential targets. My relevant associates and their collaborators have, so far,
only “scratched the surface” of this complex.
This challenge has been expressed by the celebrated
example of particle-wave paradoxes of the celebrated
experiments of de Broglie and those who contributed to
the matter of the broader implications of his discovery.19 The relevant evidence presents us the strong suggestion that the reading of the periodic table must be
restated in terms of these considerations of “wave functions” in the domain of cosmic radiation, as such a view
is typified by Academician V.I. Vernadsky’s partition of
physical space-time among the abiotic, the biosphere,
and the noösphere.
So, the most attractive approach to this subject as a
whole, should turn our attention to the work of the associates of the Riemannian physical chemist, Soviet
Academician V.I. Vernadsky and his contemporary collaborators. The leading issues on this account reported
to me, refer to the impact on the implications of an updated physical chemistry for understanding that exotic
physical chemistry of those living processes which lie
within the extended domain of the periodic table.
Matters already reported on this account, already
tend to go as far as suggesting, that instead of simply
continuing the development of the “periodic table,” we
must emphasize “the periodic table of the chemistry of
living processes within the domain of cosmic radiation,” and locate the related aspects of specifically
human creativity as a category to be considered in related terms.
I shall be more emphatic, as follows.
Return your attention to the general conclusion of
the preceding chapter of this report: the distinction be19. These subject-matters are the province of relevant associates of
mine, who have more to say on these matters on appropriate occasions
and future times.
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There is no “empty space” out there: “What is called “space’
is jammed-full of a mass of varieties of cosmic radiation.”
Shown is the Eagle Nebula (M16).

tween the notion of the defective notion of human ontology which is premised upon deductions from sense-perception, as against an ontology premised upon the
exemplary implications of the evidence, as that is to be
found in Kepler’s unique solution for the concept of
general gravitation. The way in which we define man
and human behavior experimentally, determines the
way in which we must assess the experimental evidence
represented by attempts at experimental interpretation
of the universe we inhabit. I am treating my subject-matter of this present chapter, from the standpoint which I
have already emphasized in my concluding view of the
matter expressed within the preceding chapter.
Considering all just said, up to this point of the present chapter, return now to a comparison of the implied
content of both the preceding chapter, and what I have
written thus far in this present chapter. I return to further treatment of the subject of “The Secret Self.”

‘As in a Mirror, Darkly’

Travel to the domain of the imagination. Award to
the member of our human species the possibility, that,
in some fashion we can recognize that our identity as
personalities resides in what we name, but usually do
not actually understand rightly, as “a spiritual domain.”
End of the Coup?
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Thus, we do know that that identity itself actually exists
as an efficient entity, and that it employs the sensory apparatus as a tool of what we recognize as our conscious
existence as living persons.
On reflection, however, we should recognize that
this quality of a sovereign entity, a kind of “higher personality,” is our true self. We should be enabled to recognize this fact in the higher arts of the imagination, as
in that scientific imagination which expresses that Classical artistic imagination, which William Empson
yearned to identify as if seen out of the corner of his
mind’s eye. It is the imagination of John Keats’ Ode on
a Grecian Urn, and of the concluding paragraph of
Percy Bysshe Shelley’s A Defence of Poetry.
It is also the principle of drama which Shakespeare
puts on stage, in those cases in which the director and
actors of a performance were capable of recognizing
the rarely understood principle involved, even from
among the putative experts in such matters today. Such
a drama, that of ancient Greek Classical drama, such as
that of Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound, is properly performed from behind the masks, or to kindred effect, by
a director and actors who recognize that the personality
on stage has no equivalence to the performer who appears before the curtain after the curtain is finally run
down for that occasion. The play which is to be performed, as from behind the mask, in the imagination of
the audience, and the actors and setting, must be that
which presently exist only in the imagination, at whatever location in past or (possibly) the past, present, or
future time and place to which the imagination of the
author and the company have taken the audience.
The same eeriness of that artfully staged reality, is
also specific to Shelley’s A Defence of Poetry. That is
the mysterious, invisible, but efficient potency which
moves a certain mass of people even contrary to their
personal willful inclination, as Shelley identifies this,
or the “mass strike,” as Rosa Luxemburg identified
what is actually Shelley’s principle of history as an actually historical phenomenon. The human individual is
not contained within his, or her skin; there are radiant
influences which express, or invade the willful intent of
the individual member of society, members which
sometimes gather as subjects of some common principle which moves them. Ontologically, that aspect of the
influence variously radiated by, or upon the individual,
is of the same inclusive species as the act of a valid discovery of scientific principle. Classical artistic functions of creative insight, and the discovery of scientific
principle, are a common ground in such matters as
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these. Such are the proper forces which bind together
the masterful playwright’s composition of the life-like
drama presented as if on the Classical stage of an Aeschylus, Shakespeare, Lessing, or Schiller.
To supply the relevant, necessary restatement of the
point which I have just made here, consider the following illustration.
Consider a set of incarnate players on the stage of
what passes among the innocent for a sensible reality
and its associated passions. In such a fashion as that,
compare yourself as the sensible mortal carcass which
you inhabit, to the real self for whom all sensibility is
composed of what are mere objects on which the real
self is sometimes enabled to impose a willful impulse.
Consider the case, in which that personal real self,
discovers an insight into the significance of the events
presented by sense-perception, proceeding as if those
events of sense-perception were shadows cast upon
perceptions by the relevant realities. In that state of affairs, the real self wishes to shout a warning to his or her
incarnate self; let it be the case, that in some fashion,
that warning is received by the puppet, the sense-perceptible aspect of himself, or herself, as like an ominous whisper heard as an eerie intimation from a higher,
metaphysical domain.
How might we explain this?
Look at the array of the individual person’s senseexperiences. The real self, which has no sensory organs
in itself, contemplates the images presented to it by the
senses. The real self now judges the behavior of what
he, or she regards as the shadows of that relatively puppet-like sense-behavior attributed to the perceived
stage. The real self now judges the conduct and intentions of the figure within the domain of sense-perceptions, and as the phenomena of the “mass strike” reflect
this, such that the affected portion of the population will
be moved to act accordingly, so as to produce the effects perceived as from within the domain of sense-perceptible experiences.
Mass phenomena, such as the “mass strike” phenomenon identified by Rosa Luxemburg, demonstrate the efficiency of what Shelley described in the concluding
paragraphs of his A Defence of Poetry. Creative scientific insights by the individual, or a small circle of individuals, have the same quality of significance. Such are
the valid qualities of insight into what controls the domain
of hands and feet when such insight has intervened upon
the domain of the puppets of sense-certainties.
It is to the degree that the better-developed Classical
artist or scientist, such as Johannes Kepler, is at peace
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with the fact of the distinction of the higher powers of
his or her inner person, that the power of human creativity is promoted, as in the instance of Albert Einstein’s insight into the implication of Kepler’s discovery, or Mozart’s intention in his Ave Verum Corpus, in
the form of a self-consciousness of this creativity. Such
persons, so matured, have entered a state of mind in
which they have acquired the ability to know themselves as something better than in the likeness of more
or less civilized beasts.
Such are the hallmarks of true human creativity.
This is the ontological quality of creativity which
man must take into exploration in nearby and more distant space. Such are the powers of insight which must
be permitted to drive the upward quality of development of the quality of human existence, either on Earth,
or in space.
Human creativity, so conceived, is the unique quality of human creativity, which ultimately sets mankind
apart from the apes and worms alike.

IV. The Two-Plus “Realities”
Now, so far in this present report, we have indicated
two realities. First, there is the apparent reality of sensecertainties. This is the merely apparent reality which is
to be presumed as such, when considered from the
standpoint of both crude sense-perception (e.g., materialism) and, also, that empiricism of the followers of
Paolo Sarpi for which there are no actual universal
physical principles, but only, as Adam Smith wrote in
his Theory of the Moral Sentiments, statistical senseuncertainties. Second, we have the principal other reality, that of experimentally validated, universal physical
principles. The question so posed for the victim, such as
the typical victim of the currently prevalent, trans-Atlantic, and currently ruinous practice of finance and accounting, is, apparently: “Which is true?”
The reply to that question is, that, since universal
physical principles, otherwise identified as experimentally demonstrated universal physical laws, actually
exert control over the destiny of the subject-matters of
sense-perceptions, must we not draw the obvious conclusions from that fact?
Put the point in another way. Take the particular case
of the notion of the catenary, or the related notion of
Gottfried Leibniz’s principle of universal, physical least
action. Or, take the general case of Riemannian physical
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geometry, as opposed to Euclidean or related kinds of
nominalist geometries. Look at this difference in terms
of the customary efforts to distinguish the “physical”
from the currently “sentimental.” Which among such
mutually contentious distinctions, wins out in the end?
Or, is it not the case, that we employ ordinary sensecertainty for the reading of one kind of an empirically
Leibnizian view of a situation, and the higher form, that
of discovered universal physical principles, for the
other. Insofar as we do not confuse the proper employment for the one case and the proper employment of the
other, there is no problem, excepting the need to distinguish statements which should be recognized as based
on the phenomena of sense-certainty, from those based
on the underlying crucial-experimental authority of the
discovery of universal physical principles, the latter as
in the example of the discovery of gravitation by Kepler,
in his Harmonies, as this has been assessed by Albert
Einstein.
It happens, that when we go outside the limits of
customary sense-perception, into what is for us the extremely large, or the extremely small, we must, as Bernhard Riemann warned us that we must: we must, then,
recognize that we have passed out of the range of limitations within which sense-certainty has its conditional
authority.20 Outside the ranges of those limitations, it is
the ostensibly “spiritually physical,” which must prevail as being the reality with which we must reckon.
At precisely this point in this report, we should be
impelled to return to emphasize Leibniz’s notion of dynamics, in such a fashion as that which should be associated with such references as Shelley’s concluding argument in his A Defence of Poetry. This is of particular
significance at the present moment of current world history, when the entirety of the economy of the planet is
poised at the verge of being plunged into an extremely
prolonged dark age of the world’s presently reigning,
contemporary follies.
This is also the range, in the relatively very large, and
the relatively very small, the range in which such experimental distinctions as the “living” and the “cognitive” must prevail. By “cognitive,” we must also always
intend to include the systemic quality of “creative.”
It is precisely the case, that, amid those consider20. Bernhard Riemann, Über die Hypothesen, welche der Geometrie
zu Grunde liegen: “III, Anwendung auf den Raum.” Bernhard Riemann’s gesammelte Mathematische Werke (Heinrich Weber, ed.) 1902;
pp. 283-286.
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ations, that the concept of “mind” is to be located as a
universal principle. It is under the topic of “mind,” that
the significance of both “sense-certainty” and universal
principles, is subsumed. Therefore, when we are dealing with the need to define the universal physical principle by which the actual principles of economy are
situated, we must apply strict definitions: human creativity, on which the very existence of the notions of
real economy depends, must be recognized as the study
of the effects of relevant, mutually contradicting classes
of phenomena, as these are determined within that
domain of those universal physical principles which are
located essentially in the truly Classical-artistic domain
of the creative powers of the individual human mind,
the domain of true human creativity, the domain of the
great Classical dramatist’s work of such as Aeschylus
and Plato, the true domain of the essential ironies of
human knowing.
So, as in the instance of Johannes Kepler’s discovery of the principle of universal gravitation, and as
Albert Einstein defined Kepler’s universe as existing in
a current state of being both finite and yet unbounded, it
is through such paradoxes, that knowledge of truth is
gained and imparted. The truest of known truth is
always expressed as metaphor, as in the form of “two,
plus, ‘realities’.”

Leibniz’s ‘Infinitesimal’

The proper use of the term “Modern European history” has two distinct meanings, both of which are factually truthful, if ironically so. The lesser meaning is
expressed by the term “renaissance:” as a rebirth of civilization from a preceding, prolonged “new dark age.”
The still higher meaning of “renaissance” for this case,
is that supplied to modern European civilization by
Nicholas of Cusa. His achievement on this account was
set into actual motion by, chiefly, two writings.
The first was his definition of the foundation of the
principle of the modern sovereign nation-state: Concordancia Catholica (A.D. 1433).21 The second was his
definition of modern science: De Docta Ignorantia
(A.D. 1440). There was more to follow those writings,
but those two expressed that intention which was to
21. Although Concordancia Catholica had addressed a crisis of organization within the Catholic church at that time, it also had a crucial part
in defining the notion of the modern European nation-state republic. The
way in which the matter of Jeanne d’Arc’s judicial murder was brought
to the attention of the Council is notable, as also reflected in the establishment of France under Louis XI, as also England under Henry VII.
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come to include all of the elementary foundations of a
competent notion of modern European physical science;
these two writings express the foundations upon which
the entirety of Cusa’s subsequent work depended.
All among the foundations of competent modern
European science had been, and remain as chiefly reflections of the influences transmitted from the faction
represented by Plato, as that and related knowledge has
been delivered to us from a period dating through approximately the death of Eratosthenes, and also Cusa’s
immediate followers. This was delivered as some of
this knowledge had been brought to modern Florence,
chiefly, as by Cosimo de’ Medici and Cusa, from libraries within an already dying Grecian remnant of Byzantium. Cusa’s presentation of his own rediscovery of the
ancient Christian principle of the Filioque, at Florence,
that during the time of his role within that Ecumenical
Council, is an example of the significance of his relevant scholarship.
The true mainstream of the development of modern
European science, as this took shape in the context of
the role of the statecraft of Florence’s scholarly Cosimo
de’ Medici, and also the influence of Florence’s Filippo
Brunelleschi, has been subsequently centered, to the
present time, from the impact of Cusa’s seminal De
Docta Ignorantia, as continued through such associates and followers as Luca Pacioli, Luca’s intellectual
heir Leonardo da Vinci, and the powerful influence of
Leonardo’s role on the circles in which Johannes Kepler
shaped his own contributions to an upward turn in competent science; that is the Kepler from whose work
came the most crucial features of Gottfried Leibniz’s
emergence in the role of the leading mathematical
physicist of his own time.
Thus, it was chiefly the impact of Cusa, beginning
with his seminal De Docta Ignorantia, which has defined the renewed basis for the efficient role of actual
physical-scientific progress in modern European economy and culture, and thus defined what has become the
leading feature of economic progress in modern society. To reach a competent insight into the underlying
motives of modern scientific progress, we must understand the role of the origin of Leibniz’s crucial contribution to modern mathematical physical science and to
Europe’s currents and periods of physical-economic
progress, contributions which take their roots in De
Docta Ignorantia. Here lies the crucial significance of
Leibniz’s uniquely original discovery of the role of the
infinitesimal calculus. That role is to be properly underEIR February 2, 2018

stood not as merely a formal-mathematical principle,
but, rather, in its true nature as a physical principle, as
the point was illustrated by Cusa’s De Ludo Globi.22
That is a creative physical principle expressed by
the so-called “infinitesimal,” whose discovery, by Leibniz, is rooted directly, and essentially, in Johannes Kepler’s discovery of the principle of universal gravitation, as presented in Kepler’s Harmonies.23
Then, from the modern physical science rallied by
Leibniz, came that great jewel of modern history known
as that modern European notion of the sovereign nation-state economy, a notion launched from within
modern Europe, but which is best expressed by the
notion of the U.S.A.’s constitutional form of modern
European culture’s nation-state republic.

The Science of the Nation-State Economy

The birth of the United States as a nation-state, as
properly dated, chiefly, from the work of the Seventeenth Century under the charter of the Massachusetts
Bay colony, is the crucial development in practice
which is, so far, the best approximation of the political
role which must express the principled role of the progress of modern physical science in the domain of political-economy.
Such a concept must be traced chiefly to the inspiration which Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa and his close associates performed, as typified by Cusa’s proposal that
civilization could not achieve its goals in Europe,
except as a consequence of seeking opportunities across
the oceans, a consequence which could not be secured
under the conditions of persisting decadence within
Europe itself during the then apparent future.
It was the knowledge of this policy which had been
uttered by a then-deceased Nicholas of Cusa, which explicitly informed and inspired a Christopher Columbus
who, by A.D. 1480, had already adopted Cusa’s policy
as the mission of an expedition across the Atlantic to the
specific region of the coast of a trans-Atlantic continent. It was from the still-living associates of Cusa, that
Columbus was informed of the likely location of the
22. A game, designed by Cusa, contrary to von Neumann and Morgenstern, which I had the good fortune to demonstrate in play, in a relevant
setting within the cloister at Bernkastel-Kues.
23. Kepler bequeathed two challenges to “future mathematicians.” The
first, was the discovery of the infinitesimal calculus, which was accomplished, chiefly, by Leibniz; the second, was the development of that
concept of elliptical functions which came to be associated with contemporaries of Carl F. Gauss.
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world-map of his destination in what proved to be what
we now know as the Americas.24
The unfortunate features of the outcome of Columbus’s successful discovery in 1492, then, and later, lay
both in the fact that Spain and Portugal were coming
under the reign of the Habsburg empire, and that the
controlling influence over the Habsburg dynasty was the
Venetian monetarist interest, one akin, as precedent, to
the British imperial interest associated with the 1971
founding of Lord Jacob Rothschild’s creation, the InterAlpha financial interest dominating much of Europe and
the Americas today. The ill-fated aspects of Columbus’
achievement, were the product of the fact that the
Habsburg interest, then under Venetian domination, had
just launched that internecine, religious, international
warfare which dominated the 1492-1648 interval.25
Thus, the preponderance of prevalent failures of the
modern form of civilized development in the regions of
the Americas until 1620, was a by-product of the
Habsburg interest’s grip on the destiny of the region of
the Americas under Habsburg control. The developmental problems of the large portion of the nations of
the Habsburg-flavored portions of the Catholic community in Europe, are a reflection of this 1492-1648 aspect
of a Venetian control which lingers, often in AngloDutch Liberal cloaking, up through the present day.
The working point I am emphasizing by those immediately preceding references of this present chapter,
is that the period of the successful development of the
Massachusetts Bay settlement, combined with the
Eighteenth-century resurgence of that legacy, as has
been identified by Graham Lowry’s How the Nation
Was Won, was the success of the establishment of the
U.S. Federal Constitution, as contrasted with the relative failures by both the northern and the southern cultures in Europe, so to be seen when their cultures have
24. As in other relevant cases from that same antiquity, the resources
employed by Christopher Columbus’ advisors from among the collaborators of Cusa, depended crucially upon Eratosthenes’ much earlier, experimental measurement of a fair estimate of the size of the planet Earth,
also, of the arc from Alexandria to Rome. The mentality of both Archytas, who solved the duplication of the cube, and Archytas’ associate
Plato are highly relevant for situating the products of the genius of the
Cyrenaican Eratosthenes.
25. For example, it was that same Venice which orchestrated Venice’s
division of Europe into the continuing warfare of that 1492-1648 interval, through the direct Venetian control over the butcher known as England’s errant King Henry VIII, leading into what was to become the later
development of what became the rabidly reductionist mode of the Anglo-Dutch Liberal imperialism dominating the world today.
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been seen as expressed in settings which were alien to
the process which had led to the contrasting formation
and achievements of the U.S.A.
Notably, from 1620 to the present period of crisis,
the development of what became the continental
U.S.A., over the interval 1620-Sept. 14, 1901,26 was,
predominantly the expression of a European culture as
expressed by developments within European nationalities. The difference was the United States’ large degree
of freedom from the kind of oligarchical grip which
persisted as the reigning political and social systems of
Europe. The European immigrants into the U.S.A. soon
acquired the political culture typical of the North American. The most notable of the distinguishing features of
the change of location of the typical immigrant transported from Europe into the U.S. cultural setting, was
freedom from the residual social trappings of European
oligarchical hegemonies.
Similarly, the Lafayette who was a successful hero
inside North America, lost something crucial from that
quality of performance when he returned to his place in
the setting of the oligarchical relics still hegemonic in
Europe, as this fact was shown in the Summer of 1789
and in the campaign of 1830. Such phenomena as this
difference in what may be fairly identified as “a mass
effect,” is identified by the closing paragraphs of Shelley’s A Defence of Poetry, an effect which belongs to
the domain emphasized in the concluding paragraphs
of his work. Our Federal Constitution defines precisely
that distinction.

V. Law: Science Versus Custom
Looking at the physical economy as expressed on
that surface of things where the shadow cast by reality
26. The assassination of the U.S. patriot and President McKinley, by an
assassin imported from Europe for this purpose, on Sept. 1, 1901,
brought the Vice-President Theodore Roosevelt, the nephew and protégé of the former head of the Confederacy’s intelligence service, into
the Presidency: an ironical by-product of the post-1876 Hayes-Tilden
controversy of that year’s Presidential election, a habit of attempted reconciliation between patriots and former Confederates. The replacement
of a patriot McKinley by Theodore Roosevelt, was a reversal of policy
which caused World War I by the effect of putting a British-imperialism
toady Theodore Roosevelt into the Presidency. This change was clarified at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in Theodore Roosevelt’s “negotiated settlement,” in favor of Britain’s ally Japan against Russia. It was
not until the election of Franklin Roosevelt, that the Abraham Lincoln
legacy of patriotism was re-established.
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is met, a physical economy exhibits the following, included characteristics.
In the trans-Atlantic tradition so far, we encounter
several types of often muddled qualities of law expressed on the visible surface of the economic process.
It may appear curious to some, that I should propose,
here, that we should recognize that that superior principle of universal law which must be adopted by and
among nations, lies within that specific notion of a true
principle governing the prescribed role of man and
woman in the universe, which is the notion expressed in
the opening chapter of The Book of Genesis.
Such were the essential distinctions shared under
the U.S.A.’s Declaration of Independence, and under
the Federal Constitution of the remaining lifetimes of
President George Washington and Secretary of the
Treasury Alexander Hamilton, as their commitment
was echoed, later, under Presidents James Monroe and
John Quincy Adams.27
In reporting those facts of the First Chapter of Genesis, I must therefore caution the reader, for similar reasons, that the quality of the first chapter of Genesis by
stating that must not be confused with that of certain
other chapters of the same book: the evidence is, that
certain later chapters were clearly crafted by the syncretist doings of those perfidious creatures such as the
purveyors of the Babylonian-sponsored “Adam and
Eve” fable, who dumped large chunks of what were
well-known, hideous sorts of both Mesopotamian, and
other nonsense inserted into the editing of the revised
texts of the captive Hebrew scholars.28
Similarly, much of what passes for sanctimonious
concoctions in law in the U.S.A. or Europe today, has
27. Jefferson had been a terrible President in the main. Madison had
shown the effects of life under a wife, “Dolly,” who, as Tony Chaitkin
has reported, had been a selection arranged through the flagrant traitor
and founder of the London-steered Bank of Manhattan, Aaron Burr.
During that period and later, Aaron Burr had been a controlled asset of
the Lord Palmerston-appointed Jeremy Bentham then heading the secret
intelligence service of the Palmerston-created British Foreign Office, the
same Bentham who had supervised the orchestration of what became the
Jacobin Terror, and, thus, the subsequent selection of that British asset
known as Napoleon Bonaparte, who drowned all continental Europe in
his own re-enactment of the Seven Years War, in his folly of his bleeding
of continental Europe, through wars of rapine and looting, which reduced continental Europe to a state of ruin of the nations of continental
Europe through the time of Waterloo and the consequent LondonHabsburg Vienna pact. Britain reigned through such aid from Napoleon.
28. Some may protest against this correction, but the urgent quality of
the fact of the matter presently, demands that, this time, we get the actual
Mosaic legacy right, free of Babylonian obscenities.
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been, similarly, infested with the miserable Adam
Smith’s doctrine, especially since the death of President
Franklin Roosevelt, except for the fact that the constitutional legacy of the U.S.A. constitutional law, as tattered, mutilated, and exploited as it has become, is not
only better than most every other national political culture considered, those of Europe notably, but could be
repaired, according to its original intention under a suitable Presidential administration.
Accordingly, much of what is dumped upon us as
doctrine, in the U.S.A. today, does not fully express,
even often violates, the systemic notions of law expressed by both the U.S. Declaration of Independence
and original U.S. Federal Constitution. Thus, we suffer
presently from massive corruptions of our law, corruptions effected through the hereditary influence of our
chief original and continuing foe, the British empire of
Lord Shelburne et al., as was imposed through those
agents of the British East India Company.
There has been, for example, the corrupting role of
such as the British agent, and U.S. traitor-in-fact Aaron
Burr, the Burr who founded that Bank of Manhattan,
which was launched, explicitly, on behalf of the British
East India Company, as by Jeremy Bentham’s British
Foreign Office’s imperial, Wall Street interest. Burr’s
influence was later shown by the creation of Burr’s onetime accomplice Andrew Jackson, the President Jackson who terminated the U.S. National Bank, an action
which was taken by Jackson at that time, as would be
done later, by J.P. Morgan interests of such as Morgan
executive Alan Greenspan, already beginning 1984,
against the Glass-Steagall law, for the same, treasonous
purpose of plunging the U.S. economy now, as into
Martin van Buren’s “Panic” of 1837, the latter a swindle which had been introduced through van Buren’s
Wall Street puppet, President Andrew Jackson, then.
What I am now presenting on that account, in this
chapter, is to be carefully considered hereafter, as the
outline of a much needed, much overdue improvement
in U.S. conception of constitutional law on this account. What I am doing to that end, as I do in this present chapter, is to trace the genesis of our republic from
the seed of the mission of such as the founders of the
Massachusetts Bay colony under its original charter,
and from the circles of Benjamin Franklin and such
among his associates as Treasury Secretary Alexander
Hamilton, Secretary of State and President John Quincy
Adams, and, later, Abraham Lincoln, and President
Franklin Roosevelt still later.
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The issue is not commitment to consistency with
relevant precedent, as if in the original intent of a contract; the issue is defining and defending a principle of
government on which the continued existence of civilization depends today and into the future of centuries
to come. This requires the elimination of those precedents which have misled the U.S.A. into the follies
which have chiefly dominated U.S. policy-making, at
increasing rates during most of the Presidencies over
the course of the period since the death of President
Franklin Roosevelt. Essentially we must rid the nation’s practice from the corrupting effects of European
monetarist influences, during most of the times since,
most notably, the retirement of Presidents such as
George Washington, John Quincy Adams, Abraham
Lincoln, William McKinley, Franklin Roosevelt, and
John F. Kennedy.29
My chief contribution to our nation’s present hope
of its own future now, is typified by my determination
to break us free of the grip of monetarism, doing so by
taking a rather large, but now urgently needed step,
which is both a return to, and the launching of urgently
needed measures for progress over the course of coming
generations, progress which can not be realized without
looking beyond those foundations which are consistent
with, but also necessary for our future, foundations to
be discovered in the foundations which Franklin Roosevelt had laid.
That is what is being done now by those intended
actions of mine which are designed to free us from slavery to those economic relics of Venetian and British
practices of a usury which have gained a ruinous form
of control over us, through an action which had been
accomplished through aid of the assassination of that
President John F. Kennedy who had been an impediment to implementation of a British-dictated IndoChina war policy. This subversion by the British and
allied adversaries of our republic, has been a subversion
which has been typified by the errors of those later Pres29. The promising aspects of the William Clinton administration were
that it delayed much of the damage which would have been done under
a second administration of George H.W. Bush, and did essay the effort
to deal with the 1998 chain-reaction collapse of the Russian bond speculations, but such achievements were offset by the baggage of Al Gore’s
Vice-Presidency, and the lingering threat of the impeachment attempted
by Wall Street and London. Specifically, when I had pushed, in 1996, for
the Clinton administration’s opening up cooperation with leading Russian figures, the pressures which Gore imposed on President Clinton’s
winning a second term were a heavy threat to any attempted rational
development in U.S.A.-Russia reforms in economic relations.
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idents who proved to be accomplices of the schemes of
our British imperial adversaries-in-fact: Presidents
such as, most emphatically, Richard Nixon, Jimmy
Carter, two George Bushes, and, now, British imperialism’s U.S. puppet-President Barack Obama.
The appropriateness of such concerns is sufficiently
well defined by facts on the common surface of history
and physical science.
Despite the fact that such considerations define my
intentions set forth here, those which have been my intention in this publication from the outset here, are intentions which could not have been presented in a politically effective service of my intention, except
through emphasis on those topics of a physical science
of economy which I have presented in the preceding
chapters. The significance of these preceding chapters,
on this just stated account, is a matter which goes to the
heart of the notion of a science of natural law, a notion
of a body of “natural law” premised upon those absolute distinctions of true human nature, the which I have
pointed out in those preceding chapters, and which pertain most directly, and most emphatically, to the creative powers which are unique to humanity among all
presently known living species.30
The repetitions of a systematic destruction of
modern civilization, since such evil events as the attempted overturn of the intention of both the modern
European Renaissance and the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia. In those recurring attempts at overturning that
legacy of that Renaissance, now especially since the
momentous consequences of the deaths of U.S. Presidents Franklin D. Roosevelt and John F. Kennedy,
could be traced, as a matter of principle, certain diseased, millennial influences in European civilization
which correspond to the prophetic warnings in Aeschylus’ Prometheus Trilogy, as I emphasize that historical
fact in the course of this present chapter.
I define the essentials of the needed reform in the
following listing of the relevant principles which underlie a competent statement of the physical principles
of a sound economy.
30. I would argue, that when we take into account the implications of
what I have written on the relationships between man’s sense-perceptual shadow and inner reality, in preceding chapters here, the existence
of what might appear to be forms with a quality of intelligence specific
to mankind, but in a different form of existence, can not be excluded as
“other expressions” of a species of creative being under other planetary
conditions. This is implicit in the fact of the universality of life as a principle of the domain of universal cosmic radiation.
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Science & Political-Economy

Therefore, let us now restate the case for the design
of an economy on our Earth in the form of a concise
summary of those arguments which are to be recalled as
implicit in the preceding chapters of this present report.
Principle 1: The physical universe which mankind inhabits, like the creative powers of the human mind
itself, contrary to the fraudulent myth of “zero economic growth,” is essentially premised on a negentropic principle of limitless development of the increased productive powers of labor, per capita and
per square kilometer of territory.
Principle 2: To a very large degree, mankind’s limiting
of its continued existence at any fixed, approximately habitual level of a fixed quality of skills, is
entropic, and therefore morally, is also morally
wrongful. The continued existence of human existence at any level of living population, depends
upon an upward ordering of specifically anti-entropic changes in quality of behavior within societies.
Principle 3: The required anti-entropic action must
reach to the level of a net increase of both the net
physical productivity and the society’s per-capita
output measured in terms of human physical requirements. The principal correlative of that required increase, is typically expressed by the net
increase of the energy-flux density of the action expressed as “power,” per capita and per square-kilometer of the volume of the territory occupied by
human existence. This is typified, for purposes of
illustration, by progress from burning of trash,
upward through the consumption of resources
which are measured as such as charcoal, coal, coke,
“natural gas,” petroleum, controlled nuclear-fission, controlled thermonuclear fusion, and controlled “matter-anti-matter” reactions.
Principle 4: This requires a principle of devotion to the
continuing increase in both the physical and cultural standard of living of the population, and the
increase of the fruitful longevity of the population.
Principle 5: This requires the up-shift in the quality of
human labor from relatively less dependency upon
“human-physical” activity, to relatively more emphasis on “artificial” labor, as this development is
expressed increasingly in the forms of advancing
qualities of physical-scientific and Classical cultural modes of physically productive labor, that:
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— as this principle of progress is already expressed
in the effects of progressive modes of social organization typified by transition from modes of
increasing per-capita energy-flux density, and,
therefore, also capital intensity of the modes of
productivity of societies.
—such as the transition from trans-oceanic, to
inland riparian, to high-speed rail, and toward
interplanetary modes of transport of human individuals and their products.
Man’s progress depends upon mankind’s wielding of increasingly greater and vaster forces than
his own, reaching into the ranges of our Solar
system, our galaxy, and the endless process of
expanding and anti-entropically developing, our
“finite but unbounded,” universe as a whole.
Principle 6: The essential product of economy, presently, is the development of the quality of the
human role in shaping the increasing portions of
our planetary system (and beyond), as being increasingly, and efficiently, the habitat of mankind.
Principle 7: The appropriate price of goods, and related
income, per capita and per square kilometer of surface territory, must be a fairly approximate reflection of those preceding six principles. Mankind
exists in the image of the Creator of our universe,
and has needs, and enjoys accomplishments, which
reflect man as destined to live as if in the image of
the Creator, as that presumption is also implicit in
Soviet Academician V.I. Vernadsky’s treatment of a
universe composed of the three qualitative phases
of lithosphere, biosphere, and noösphere.
That much said, within the just outlined context,
now consider the necessary rules for the use of a system
of money.

The Credit System

The foregoing physical-economic specifications
define, implicitly, the methods which are required for
leading the world successfully out of that presently onrushing, global breakdown-crisis, a crisis which is currently approaching a terminal condition of general
physical-economic life, in the form of a presently
threatened, global, financial-monetary breakdown
probably due, currently, for the interval of these present
Summer months.
The functional relations within the economy, can
not be competently defined in terms of separate categories as such, but must be defined as a complex, dynamically, according to Gottfried Leibniz’s revolutionary
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1690s definition of “dynamics,” or, similarly, his revival, in this fashion, of the ancient Platonic notion of
dynamis associated with the implications of Plato’s
Parmenides dialogue.
Therefore, the only competent mode of financial
economy, is one defined by a fixed-exchange-rate
money-system. This is required for the internal discipline of a social economy of any sovereign nationstate; it is also required among a cooperating system of
what are, respectively, perfectly sovereign nation-state
economies. However, a money system, even a fixedexchange-rate system of money among nations, is not
actually a determinant of economic “value,” but is
merely a kind of hypothetical bench-mark for estimating a measure of the actual, only relative progress of the
national economic system as a whole.
The model form of reference for discussing the required national-economy system, is one which was
rooted in the system of scrip which was developed as
the system of credit which was associated with the
Massachusetts Pinetree shilling, a practice which was
continued for as long as Massachusetts retained its
charter of sovereignty, prior to the British cancellation
of that Massachusetts charter.
The principles implicit in the function of the sovereign Massachusetts system associated with the Pinetree
shilling, would reappear in the prescriptions scheduled
by the famous system of national banking established
under U.S. Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton, a U.S. constitutional system which operated through
the instrumentality of a sovereign system of national
banking, that according to the same principle intended
by the reforms of U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt,
and also President Roosevelt’s intended, “post-World
War II” Bretton Woods establishment of a global fixedexchange-rate system rooted in the same principles of
national banking expressed by the Glass-Steagall Law.

The Meaning of Glass-Steagall

I repeat: in a sane economic system, money has no
intrinsic value. It is not a proper measure of value, but
in the nature of a bid on an adopted choice of contract.
The corollary principle, is that of those who treat money
as a useful estimate of a standard of relative price-value
of production of goods and services.
The proper, actual choice of relative price-value is
not located in the specific product or productive action
as such, but in the product’s relative value in the economic process of a nation, or of a group of sovereign
nation-states considered as a dynamic whole—in GottEnd of the Coup?
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this present document; however, it is important, for practical purposes of the practice of
economy, that the argument
must be reconsidered, now, in
the light of what has transpired
within this report, thus far.

The Empire of Unreason

Since a certain time in Europe’s history prior to the Peloponnesian War, the birth of European civilization in the form
Tim Parkinson
of an implicitly maritime-im“In a sane economic system, money has no intrinsic value.” The role of the Pinetree shilling
(left) in the Massachusetts Bay Colony of the 17th Century, was a model for a credit system,
perialist form of Mediterrarather than a monetary system, such as we have today.
nean maritime culture, appeared chiefly as a reflection of
fried Leibniz’s unique, original, 1690s, definition of the
the challenges represented by a then already ancient,
principle of the physical processes within the universe
earlier Egyptian civilization. The image of this develof an economy as a whole.
opment is reflected, as, for example, by the figure of
The social fact, that many people have been induced
Athena, in the contrasting sagas of the Homeric Iliad
to regard money as a primary standard of value, shows,
and Odyssey, and in Classical Greek literature referessentially, that they are the victims of what is admitring to such a relationship. For the English reader, the
tedly a popular, and also often deadly form of delusion.
celebrated work of genius presented by the clearly imThis does not mean that the proper choice of price
passioned, most elegant translation met in Chapman’s
lacks an element of reason. For example: if the price
Homer, might be most pleasing to those who enjoy the
paid for production and distribution is relatively less, in
style of performance, from behind the mask, of the
cost of reproduction of that which is produced, the
dramas of Aeschylus.31
Something akin to the worst aspect of that ancient
physical consequence will be attrition of the productive
Greek maritime culture, is expressed in Aeschylus’
powers of labor. Thus, the targeted choice underlying a
Prometheus Trilogy, as the relevant view of the Olymsocial system of pricing of produced goods and physipian Zeus is presented as during Roman times by the
cally essential services, is located in the domain of rate
Sicilian chronicler Diodorus Siculus. Aristotle speaks
of increase of the social-physical powers of reproducof this matter described by Aeschylus’ Prometheus
tion in the functioning of society as a physical-processtrilogy in Aristotle’s own affinity for the notion of sociin-effect.
ety in which “knowledge of the use of fire” (i.e., human
That notion of physical effect, must be considered
creativity) is banned from the practice of the general,
in the light of the seven principles of an anti-entropic
quasi-slave population under the reign of the Olympian
physical system of economy as I have identified these
style in oligarchy, as the legend of the Prometheus of
seven, above. These considerations are, by the way,
Aeschylus presents this issue of social policy.32
not-inconsistent with those implicitly presented in the
The same issue, as the relevant issue of policy is afcore of U.S. Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton’s
firmed by the enemy of Plato, Aristotle, is emphasized
treatment of The Subject of Manufactures.
by the associate of the Christian Apostle Peter, JudaThe argument just developed so in this chapter thus
far, is clarified by contrasting the American System of
Economy with the predatory system of its hateful ad31. I refer here to my earlier remarks on the appropriate apprehension
of the principles of drama.
versary, that British imperial system which obtained its
32. Note, in particular, the pretense of British oligarchs to consider
roots from the irrationalist predatory character of the
themselves in the likeness of the virtual pagan gods presented by Aeso-called “Liberal” dogma of Paolo Sarpi, and the Sarpi
schylus, when compared to a more genial British population which is
cult’s follower Adam Smith.
more largely induced to behave and think in a manner more appropriate
to cattle, than to persons.
I have, implicitly, addressed this subject earlier in
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ism’s Philo of Alexandria, who
denounces Aristotle for claiming
that the Creator lost the power to
continue to create once an initial
action of creation of the universe
had been brought to a close. The
exact same argument by Aristotle, is later expressed in Roman
times in the disguise of the Aristotelean notions of a-priorism on
which the Aristotelean geometry
of Euclid had depended.

The Development of Man &
Infrastructure

For reasons already delivered
earlier since the outset of this
present report, the need to prevent
©Gert Mothes
a natural decline of peoples and Classical culture is a prerequisite for the development of the productive powers of labor,
nations into depravity depends, as and thus for the increase of the power of the human species within the universe. Shown:
a matter of physical principle, on The famed Thomanerchor of Leipzig, Germany.
the increase of the productive
With the advent of the discovery of the principle of
powers of labor, per capita and per square kilometer. The
the science of physical chemistry, that the proper unipreconditions for net progress of society depend primarverse of reference for physical science of economy is
ily, on one part, on the advancement of the qualities assituated within the conception of a universe as essensociated with increase of the intellectual productive
tially a domain of cosmic radiation, an image of man
powers of labor and of what is conveniently termed
and woman appears to us as summarized in the cele“Classical culture,” and on the quality of the basis reprebrated first chapter of the Book of Genesis. With this
sented by the qualitative development of basic economic
step upward, we have entered the ante-room of the
infrastructure. The combined effect of those two crucial
long-awaited discovery of the practical nature of the
elements of progress is the increase of the power of the
human species and its destiny.
human species within the universe at large.
It is, therefore, through the practiced awareness of
As I have developed the conception of the means by
this truer sense of the relationship of mankind among,
which the qualitative progress of the development of
and of the expanding universe, that the motives for a
the human mind is attained, within the course of the
great advance in mankind’s role in this universe now
preceding chapters of this present report, the continued
appear to us in a clear, scientific, and Classical cultural
success of mankind’s performance as a species, deoutlook.
pends upon a general shift in the notion of human
This knowledge, and the devotion which it implies,
nature, up from the relative bestiality of blind faith in
must be the motive for the rise of mankind from the
what is called “sense certainty,” to the notion of the witpresent state of a world now plunging, otherwise, into
tingly, self-consciously creative individual personality
the greatest period of human depravity in the known
who regards sense-perception and belief in the images
social-intellectual history of mankind’s past.
of sense-certainty as the bestialized aspect of humanity’s self-image. It is man and woman who recognize
The document presented above, is the first of a series
their identity and the power of our species as located
of reports intended to set forth, step by step, the new
essentially in a domain of creativity distinct from, and
principles of world economy required for overcoming
above notions of sense-certainty, as I have presented
the epochal disaster represented by the onrushing colseveral images of that distinction within the preceding
lapse of the present world system.
chapters of this report.
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